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Executive Summary 

This document contains the wind tunnel tests methodology and procedures applied to the experimental 

campaign done to validate AeroDyn. More in details it describes the design process of the wind tur-

bine scaled model and the results achieved. 

The wind tunnel test methodology and metrological qualification for the adopted experimental set-up 

are described, as well as the procedure to analyse the imposed motion data. AeroDyn simulation pa-

rameters are reported and the entire test matrix has been numerically simulated to check the AeroDyn 

capability to predict the wind turbine thrust for different imposed motion conditions. 

Concerning the design of the wind turbine model the scaled thrust was the target of the aerodynamic 

optimization. Due to the difference on Reynolds number between full scale and model, a set of Low-

Reynolds blades were realized, adopting an innovative methodology based on numerical simulation 

and experimental measurements performed on a wing sectional model. 

Thrust force for velocity scale factor 2 as function of wind speed 

After a performance verification of the scaled model (see figure above), surge and pitch imposed mo-

tion were carried out at different wind speeds. The tests were done in the low and wave frequency 

ranges at different amplitudes. The dynamic test results represent a reference database for AeroDyn 

validation. These results are herein reported extensively in terms of aerodynamic forces as function of 

relative wind velocity. All the time histories are available for the Consortium. All the experimental 

tests were simulated in FAST 8.10/AeroDyn 14. A quite good agreement is evident between experi-

ments and computations. Some non-dimensional parameters are prosed to support the imposed motion 

data analysis. As a first observation, two different behaviours can be seen: below-rated and above-

rated wind velocity imply different hysteretic aerodynamic responses. AeroDyn is able to properly 

identify them. These hysteresis, due to unsteady aerodynamics, should be investigated more thorough-

ly accounting for the variation of the angle of attack as well as the wake characteristics. 
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List of symbols 

L Length scale factor 

V Velocity scale factor 

f Frequency scale factor 

FOWT Floating Offshore Wind Turbine 

DTU Technical University of Denmark 

FAST 
Open source wind turbine code developed at  

National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL) 

PoliMi Politecnico di Milano 

TSR Tip Speed Ratio 

TSR* Effective Tip Speed Ratio 

IPC Blade Individual Pitch Control 

t/c Blade Thickness Over Chord Ratio 

Cl Lift Coefficient 

Cd Drag Coefficient 

Cm Moment Coefficient 

R Rotor Radius 

D Rotor Diameter 

r Blade station 

AoA Angle Of Attack 

Re Reynolds Number 

Ω Rotor angular velocity 

V* Reduced velocity 

p Imposed platform pulsation 

pA Imposed platform amplitude 

U Undisturbed wind velocity 

SD70XX Selig/Donovan Low Reynolds Airfoil Series 

M Model relative velocity angle 

FS Full scale relative velocity angle 

FSL Full scale length 

ML Model length 

FSV Full scale velocity 

FSCl Full scale lift coefficient 

  Angle of attack (AoA) 

FSc Full scale chord 

MV Model velocity 

MCl Model lift coefficient 

Mc Full scale chord 

  Air density 

FS GSc  Geometrically scaled model chord 

Cl

FSk Full scale lift coefficient slope 

Cl

Mk Model lift coefficient slope 

CK
Model lift slope correction of the chord with 

respect to the geometric scaling 
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FEM Finite Element Method 

TSM Taylor Series Method 

tF Thrust force 

tC Thrust coefficient 

A Rotor area 
q Dynamic pressure 

tFu Thrust force uncertainty 

qu Dynamic pressure uncertainty 

Au Rotor area uncertainty 

LVDT Linear Velocity Displacement Transducer 

FFT Fast Fourier Transformer 

IFFT Inverse Fast Fourier Transformer 

aeroF Aerodynamic force only 

windF Aerodynamic and inertial forces 

NoWindF Inertial force only 

AddedK Imposed motion control added stiffness 

AddedC Imposed motion control added stiffness 

CF Imposed motion control force 

𝑃𝑡𝑓𝑚𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝 FAST effective platform displacement 

𝑃𝑡𝑓𝑚Vel FAST effective platform velocity 

X Target imposed platform displacement 

XD Target imposed platform velocity 

GDW Generalized Wake Theory 

 Introduction 1
This document is about the experimental campaign done on a 1/75 scaled model of the DTU 10 MW 

reference wind turbine in [1]. 

The experimental tests have as a goal the validation of AeroDyn, [1], when the turbine is subjected to 

imposed motion. AeroDyn will be used in the HIL experimental set-up at MARINTEK wave basin to 

impose the aerodynamic forces to the hybrid model of floater + wind turbine, In particular, two differ-

ent degrees of freedom have been tested, surge and pitch. All the tested conditions have been numeri-

cally simulated using AeroDyn and the obtained results have been compared. 

 Wind turbine design 2
The reference wind turbine for the LIFES50+ project is the DTU 10 MW reference wind turbine, fully 

described in [2]. In order to validate AeroDyn it was decided to use a scaled rigid model of this ma-

chine. 

The scaling procedure has been carried out considering the following constraints: 

 the wind tunnel boundary layer test section dimensions set a physical limit to the length scale

factor L . This must be as large as possible, but it must grant an acceptable solid blockage

level and, on the other hand, a correct reproduction of the natural wind gradient;
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 the highest possible scale factor for the velocities V to reduce the Reynolds number differ-

ence between full-scale and model-scale and to have high wind speed while testing to opti-

mize the noise to signal ratio;

 the TSR equal at full scale and at model scale, implying a very high main shaft angular veloci-

ty and a very high bandwidth for the IPC controllers

For these reasons, the length scale factor L was set to 75, whereas the velocity scale factor V

was set to 2 or, for some particular wind speeds, equal to 3. 

In this report the scale factors are all referred to as: 

𝜆𝑖 = 𝑓𝑢𝑙𝑙 𝑠𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑒/𝑤𝑖𝑛𝑑 𝑡𝑢𝑛𝑛𝑒𝑙 𝑚𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑙 (1.1) 

𝝀𝒗 = 𝟐
𝝀𝑳= 75

𝝀𝒗 = 𝟑
𝝀𝑳= 75

Length (m) 75 75 

Speed (m/s) 2 3 

Ω (rad/s) 0.03 0.04 

frequency (1/s) 0.03 0.04 

Acceleration (m/s^2) 0.05 0.12 

Mass (kg) 4.22E5 4.22E5 

Inertia (Kgm^2) 2.37E9 2.37E9 

F (N) 22500 50625 

Re (-) 150 225 

2.1 Aerodynamic Design 
The Aerodynamic design of the scaled model is focused on the DTU 10MW reference wind turbine. 

The target is the thrust, which is the most important aerodynamic force to be considered for the simu-

lation of FOWTs: the scaled model is designed, from an aerodynamic point of view, to have the thrust 

as close as possible to the target value, i.e. the full scale reduced by the force scale factor 
2 2

L V  . 

Because of the large difference in the Reynolds number between the model scale and full scale, having 

the same performances for the machine is not trivial, therefore, a completely new aerodynamic design 

was necessary for the scaled model. 

2.1.1 Methodology 

The length and velocity scale factors were chosen according to the constraints reported above, previ-

ous experience in wind tunnel tests has been taken into account, so that it was decided to stretch, as 

much as possible, the working wind speed range of the test facility within the turbine operational 

range. 

With the chosen scale factors, the main parameters of the model are reported in Table 1. 
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Table 1 Scaled turbine parameters 

Parameter name Full Scale Model Scale Physical unit 

Wind speed [Cut-in; Rated; Cut-out ] 4; 11.4; 25 2 ;5.7 ;12.5 [m/s] 

Rotor diameter 178.3 2.38 [m] 

Rotor angular velocity Ω (@rated wind speed) 1.01 37.68 [rad/s] 

The following criteria guided the wind tunnel blade model design: 

 matching, with the lowest possible error, the global thrust coefficient of the reference turbine;

 keeping the same chord and twist distribution of the reference turbine blade;

 addressing the Reynolds number discrepancy with lower t/c air-foils, suitable for low Reyn-

olds conditions, which helps in preventing stall at low speed;

As previously mentioned, the main target for model design is the thrust coefficient; since the turbine 

thrust is almost entirely generated by the blade section lift, the most important parameter in designing 

model blades is the lift coefficient, Cl. 

Figure 1 reports the blade Reynolds number as function of the blade station, r, for the full scale and 

model scale turbines at the rated speed. The Reynolds number is computed as: 

( ) ( )
Re relV r c r



 
 (1.2) 

where ( )relV r is the relative wind speed seen by the blade at station r, ( )c r  the blade section chord

and  , ,respectively, the density and dynamic viscosity of air in the reference atmospheric condi-

tions. 

With the chosen scaling factors, the Reynolds number value for the model blade is approximately 150 

times lower than the full-scale one. The mean Reynolds number across the blade is 1.5E7 in full scale 

and 1E5 in model scale. It is worth mentioning that the main goal of the design was to reproduce pri-

marily the thrust coefficient, therefore the overall efficiency of the blades was the target. It is evident 

that the flow regime in full-scale condition is different with respect to the model, which is also con-

sistent with the choice of a different airfoil for the model.  
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Figure 1 Reynolds number comparison full Scale (Real) vs model scale 

The strong Reynolds number reduction requires a new blade airfoil selection for the aerodynamic de-

sign. The original DTU 10MW airfoils were specifically designed for very high Reynolds number, 

therefore they are not suitable for low-Reynolds wind tunnel turbine model. 

PoliMi selected the SD70XX low Re airfoil series from previous experiences [3]in particular, the tur-

bine model blade was redesigned using only the SD7032 profile. Figure 2 shows the nominal airfoil 

coordinates.  

Aerodynamic coefficients for the SD7032 came from literature [4] and from a new test campaign per-

formed at DTU's wind tunnel specifically for this project. 

2.1.2 Experimental set-up for the wind tunnel test at DTU  

In order to have an experimental validation of the blade section aerodynamics, a small model, 

equipped with pressure taps and force gauges and was built with the same technology as the final 

model blades. Furthermore, the surface roughness and the trailing edge are exactly as they are in the 

model blades.  

The small model was tested at the RED DTU wind tunnel and it was designed and built by PoliMi. It 

is 497mm long in span and 130 mm in chord; the wind tunnel dimension constrained the span length. 

Figure 3 shows an exploded view of the wing components, the two main wing parts are made of car-

bon fibre (4 layers of 0.2 mm thickness), whereas the wing ends and the external attachment rods were 

machined from steel. The central aluminium part includes the pressure taps drilled directly on the sur-

face, Figure 4 and Figure 5. 

Model scale 

Full scale 
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Figure 2 Nominal SD7032 profile 

Figure 3 Test wing components 

Figure 4 reports a detailed view and a sectional view of the central wing component, the pressure tap 

holes, 32 in total, were drilled on both the high-pressure side and the low-pressure side of the profile. 

Each hole has a 1 mm diameter on the measuring surface. 

Figure 4. Wing central component 

A series of plastic tubes connected to the lateral face carries the pressure information to the measuring 

scanner (see Figure 5 for details) 
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Figure 5. Assembled central wing part 

The DTU wind tunnel is an open loop tunnel with a cross section measuring 500x500mm and a con-

traction ratio of 12.5. It is capable of speeds up to U = 65m/s. A linear wake-rake, see Figure 6, was 

placed downstream of the tested object. The wake-rake is build up by 54 tubes with a diameter equal 

to 1 mm, equally spaced by 3mm between two consecutive tubes. The blade is connected at one end to 

a motor for the pitch angle variation. A force gauge connects the entire blade motor system to the wind 

tunnel bottom wall. 
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Figure 6. Wing and wake rake position in the wind tunnel 

The tests were carried out with three types of measurement techniques: 

 force gauge, with measurement axis perpendicular to the wind direction;

 blade pressure taps, 20 on the suction side and 12 on the pressure side;

 wake rake, 32 active taps in the wake region for wind momentum loss measurement.

Three aerodynamic coefficients were measured: 

 blade section lift coefficient, Cl;

 blade section drag coefficient, Cd;

 blade section moment coefficient, Cm.

Table 2 reports the technique adopted for measuring each aerodynamic coefficient. 

Table 2 measurement technique used for each output quantity 

Force Gauge Blade Taps Wake Rake 

Cl   

Cd   

Cm   

One pitot tube placed near the wind tunnel test inlet section was acquired, in order to get the value of 

the wind speed for each teste case. The blade rotation axis was connected to an optic encoder to get 

feedback on the effective blade orientation inside the wind tunnel. 
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2.1.3 Results of wind tunnel test at DTU  

The working condition of the LIFES50+ model turbine drives the selection of the angle of attack 

(AoA) and Reynolds number (Re) to be tested in the DTU wind tunnel. The model turbine blade 

works in a range of Re between 50E3 and 150E3, and the angle of attack on the blade span is expected 

to vary between 0 to 10 degrees [2]. Table 3 and Table 4 report the tested Re number and AoA. 

Table 3 Tested Re number 

Re 30000 50000 60000 75000 100000 125000 150000 200000 250000 

Table 4 Tested AoA (deg) 

AoA -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 18 20 25 

Figure 7 and Figure 8 show the results of the DTU wind tunnel test in terms of lift and drag coefficient 

at Reynolds numbers equals respectively to 60E3 -100E3 - 150E3 - 200E3. The lift coefficient from 

pressure taps and force gauge measurement shows good agreement, moreover the measured data are 

very close to the Selig literature data [4] for Re equal to 100E3 and 200E3. The aerodynamic coeffi-

cients highlight the occurrence of a hysteretic loop for high angle of attack, very close to stall. 

(a) Re=60E3 (b) Re=100E3 

(c) Re=150E3 (d) Re=200E3 
Figure 7 Lift coefficient from DTU test. ▲ pressure tabs data; ● gauge data; dashed line (where present) reference 

Selig literature data 
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For the drag coefficient, the results obtained with pressure taps and wake rake are less in agreement. 

This is due the impossibility of measuring the viscous drag from the pressure. Selig literature data are 

in agreement with the wake drag estimation in the not stalled region (AoA<12 deg). 

(a) Re=60000 (b) Re=100000 

(c) Re=150000 (d) Re=200000 
Figure 8 Drag coefficient from DTU test. ▲ pressure tabs data;  wake rake; dashed line (where present) reference 

Selig literature data 

Figure 9 shows the obtained aerodynamic coefficient for SD7032 used in the aerodynamic design of 

the model blade, for different Reynolds numbers. It has been used the drag curve obtained from the 

wake rake and the lift curve implemented is the one obtained from the pressure integration. 

Figure 9 SD7032 extrapolated from DTU tests 
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2.1.4 Blade aerodynamic optimization process  

The blade design is characterized by a single profile design. Only the SD7032 profile was employed, 

and the reference condition for design is the “rated” one, corresponding to a wind speed of 11.4 m/s at 

full scale 

The aerodynamic design gives as outputs the blade chord and twist distribution. Both came from the 

comparison, at different blade station, between the full-scale and the model-scale lift coefficient curve. 

The lift coefficient of the SD7032 and the DTU 10 MW airfoils could be quite different at the Reyn-

olds number encountered by the model and the full-scale blade. For this reason, the chord of the model 

blade is not geometrically scaled but it is defined as a correction of this discrepancy in the airfoil. 

Figure 10 Blade wind velocity and aerodynamic forces 

In equations (2.1) to (2.6) the subscripts M and FS denote the model-scale and full-scale respectively. 

The aerodynamic design starts from the constraint of matching the full-scale lift. The TSR, being non-

dimensional, is the same at model scale and at full scale. The TSR and lift matching ensure the equiva-

lence of the relative velocity angle from full-scale to model-scale, Φ in Figure 10. 

M FS    (2.1) 

The aerodynamic design aims to match in model-scale the lift generated in full-scale by each blade 

section, as in eq.(2.2). 

2/ ( )FS V L ML L   (2.2) 

In eq. (2.3) the lift force is a function of the lift coefficient and the local dynamic pressure. The full-

scale value are compared to the model-scale ones considering the scaling factors. cFS-GS is the geomet-

ric scaling of the full-scale chord: /FS Lc 

2 2 2

2 2

0.5 ( ) / ( ) 0.5 ( )

0.5 ( ) 0.5 ( )

FS FS FS V L M M M

M FS FS GS M M M

V Cl c V Cl c

V Cl c V Cl c

     

   




(2.3) 

Under the hypothesis of stall avoidance in standard working condition, the lift coefficient of the gener-

ic blade section is well approximated by a linear curve. In eq.(2.4), k
Cl

 is the lift coefficient slope eval-

uated in the airfoils linear region (AoA from 0 to 8 deg) 
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( )

( )

Cl

FS FS

Cl

M M

Cl k

Cl k

 

 

 

 
(2.4) 

The constraint for the model blade chord in eq.(2.5) comes from the second equation of (2.3) and 

eq.(2.4) 

Cl Cl

FS GS FS M Mc k c k     (2.5) 

The k
Cl 

is evaluated along the blade span for the both full-scale and the model-scale considering the 

rated condition local Reynolds number. Based on the lift slope comparison, the correction of the geo-

metric scaled chord is calculated as in eq. (2.6). 

Cl

FSM
C Cl

FS GS M

kc
K

c k

  (2.6) 

In Figure 11, the dashed line is the eq. (2.6) results, the solid line is the chord correction used for the 

model blade production. 

The inner part of Kc shows very high value. This is presumably due to the very low Reynolds number 

near the hub of the rotor. At low Reynolds airfoils lift coefficients data tend to be quite unreliable pos-

sibly causing this Kc. behaviour. 

In order to reduce the blade production cost the high Kc value part was discarded, see red line in Figure 

11. 

Figure 11 Chord aerodynamic correction; blue dashed line is the algorithm output; red solid line is the correction 

used for the model blade production 

The twist of the model blade also differs from full-scale, because the SD7032 model airfoil and the 

DTU ones have different zero lift values. 

Figure 12 reports the final model chord and twist compared to the geometric scaled design as a func-

tion of the blade station. 
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Figure 12 Chord and twist of the actual model (red line) and the geometric scaled one (blue line) 

2.2 Structural design 
The aerodynamic design defines the chord and twist distribution along the blade span. The remaining 

degree of freedom is the blade cross section relative thickness (t/c) distribution. The target is to have a 

very stiff blade compared to the full scale one (scaled), because this first set of test is intended to be 

done using a rigid wind turbine model. The measured first frequency is close to 20 Hz and, being the 

blade very the stiff it is not necessary to design it with pre-bending, 

There are two fixed points in the blade relative thickness definition: 

 t/c at the blade tip is equal to the nominal t/c of the tip airfoil (SD7032 t/c=10%)

 t/c must converge to 100% at the blade root to match the circular root section

The tip t/c is constrained by the SD7032 shape, while the relative thickness of the blade part near the 

root (see Figure 13) is designed for having very high frequencies.  

The structural design uses a beam FEM mode (developed in a custom-made numerical code) for the 

estimation of the blade structural frequency. The blade FEM model is discretized in a total of 193 Eu-

ler-Bernoulli beam elements. The elements principal axes of inertia are aligned with the blade flapwise 

and edgewise directions. 
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Figure 13 Blade thickness on chord ratio distribution; model versus full scale 

A B-Spline based spanwise envelope of the blade profiles was adopted to define the 3D geometry for 

the manufacturing process: Figure 14 shows the blade aluminium mould, milled from solid, and the 

carbon fibre layup. At the end of the manufacturing process, the weight of the single blade was circa 

equal to 290 g. 

Figure 14 Blade manufacturing: aluminium mould  (left) and carbon fibre layup 

Root region 
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 Wind tunnel tests 3

3.1 Methodology and set-up 

3.1.1 Experimental set-up  

Wind tunnel tests were carried out in smooth flow condition in the boundary layer test section at 

Politecnico di Milano wind tunnel. More details about the facility and the flow characteristics are re-

ported in Section 4. 

In Figure 15 and Figure 16, the test setup is reported. Two hydraulic actuators are used to provide the 

imposed motion. The “surge actuator” is grounded on the wind tunnel turntable, its stem pushes a slid-

er which is in turn connected to the turn table by rails. The pitch actuator is mounted on the slider 

providing the pitch motion by means of a slider-crank mechanism. On top of this mechanism the wind 

turbine scaled model is mounted from the base through a 6-components balance to measure the forces 

and moments at the base of the tower. Another 6-components balance is mounted at the top of the 

tower in order to measure on the forces and moments of the rotor only; a more detailed view can be 

seen in Figure 17. Further details about the instrumentation are reported in Table 5.  

Figure 15 Test Setup 
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Figure 16 Numerical/Experimental scheme for the imposed Surge/Pitch unsteady tests 

A general view of the nacelle is shown in Figure 17; as it can be noticed the brushless motor, whose 

details are reported in Table 5, actuates the rotor by means of a belt connection, with an overall gear 

ratio of 42. The tests reported herein deal with a rigid model, without active pitch control and a manual 

mechanism to set the blade pitch, Figure 17.  

Figure 17 Wind Turbine Nacelle 

Table 5 Actuators and Sensors 

Item ID-Manufacturer Type Measurement 

Hydraulic Actuator - 

Surge 
MTS 244.11 Surge motion 

Lvdt (actual 

stem’s position 

Hydraulic Actuator - 

Pitch 
MTS 244.11 Pitch motion 

Lvdt (actual 

stem’s position 

6-Components Balance - 

Base 
RUAG 192 Strain-gauges 

3 Forces and 3 

Moments at the 

base of the tower 

6-Components Balance - 

Nacelle 
Mini45, SI-145-5 Strain-gauges 

3 Forces and 3 

Moments at the 
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nacelle 

Brushless motor 
Maxon Motor EC-

4POLE 30 

Control of the rotor 

angular speed 

Actual Speed, 

Actual Current 

(torque) 

Table 6 Positive conventions, with reference to Figure 15 Test Setup 

Symbol Name Investigated 

x Surge 

y Sway 

z Heave 

𝛼𝑥 Roll 

𝛼𝑦 Pitch 

𝛼𝑧 Yaw 

3.1.2 Test Matrix 

In  Table 7 - Table 9, the wind tunnel test matrix is reported. More specifically, in  Table 7 the steady 

runs aimed at characterizing the effective scaled wind turbine performance are reported, whereas in 

Table 8 and Table 9, respectively, the imposed motion tests of surge and pitch can be found. 

Moreover, the frequency scale factor 
f is referred to as:

/f V L   (3.1) 

In  Table 7 , the column “Aero Condition” specifies the wind condition at which the test has been run 

(i.e. Below rated/Rated/Above Rated 1/Above Rated 2) whereas in Table 8 and Table 9, the column 

“Hydro Condition” is for the sea state corresponding to surge and pitch imposed motions. Different 

velocity (and then frequency) scale factors, have been considered during the tests, for figuring out the 

best model/full scale consistency, especially at below rated and rated. In Table 8 and Table 9 the fre-

quencies and displacements of the surge and pitch imposed motion were chosen to give reasonable 

aerodynamic unsteady conditions in the low and wave frequency ranges for a 10MW/Semisubmersible 

FOWT. More specifically, the frequency range between 0.25 and 0.75 Hz (full scale values of 0.04 – 

0.12 rad/s) corresponds to low frequency range, whereas the frequency range between 1.35 and 3.05 

Hz (full scale values of 0.22 and 0.55 rad/s) correspond to wave frequency range Table 7 Wind Tunnel 

runs: Steady Tests 

Acquisition 

Window 

[s] 

Wind 

Speed 

[m/s] 

Rotor 

speed 

[rpm] 

Pitch 

Angle 

[deg] 
𝝀𝒍 𝝀𝒗 𝝀𝒇

Aero 

Condition 

Acquisition 

ID 

30 3.50 225 0 75 2 1/37.5 Below Rated 7-62 

30 4.00 241 0 75 2 1/37.5 - 11-64-78 

30 4.50 271 0 75 2 1/37.5 - 15-66 

30 5.00 301 0 75 2 1/37.5 - 19-68 

30 5.50 332 0 75 2 1/37.5 Rated 23-70 

30 8.00 360 12.5 75 2 1/37.5 Above Rated 1 39 

30 2.33 150 0 75 3 1/25 Below Rated 204 

30 2.67 161 0 75 3 1/25 - 206 

30 3.00 181 0 75 3 1/25 - 74-208 

30 3.67 221 0 75 3 1/25 Rated 166 

30 3.80 240 0 75 3 1/25 - 351-507 

30 5.33 240 12.5 75 3 1/25 Above Rated 1 
354-368-

379 

30 6.67 240 17.6 75 3 1/25 Above Rated 2 451 
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Table 8 Wind tunnel runs: Surge imposed motion 

Amplitude  

Imposed 

Motion [m] 

Frequency 

Imposed 

Motion [Hz] 

Acquisition 

Window [s] 

Wind 

Speed 

[m/s] 

Rotor 

speed 

[rpm] 

Pitch 

Angle 

[deg] 
𝝀𝒍 𝝀𝒗 𝝀𝒇

Aero  

Condition 

Hydro 

Condi-

tion 

Acquisition 

ID 

0.05 0.40 40 3.5 225 0 75 2 1/37.5 Below Rated  
Low 

Freq. 
83 

0.1 0.40 40 3.5 225 0 75 2 1/37.5 Below Rated 
Low 

Freq. 
87 

0.05 0.50 40 3.5 225 0 75 2 1/37.5 Below Rated 
Low 

Freq. 
91 

0.1 0.50 40 3.5 225 0 75 2 1/37.5 
Below Rated  Low 

Freq. 
95 

0.05 0.75 40 3.5 225 0 75 2 1/37.5 
Below Rated  Low 

Freq. 
170 

0.1 0.75 40 3.5 225 0 75 2 1/37.5 
Below Rated  Low 

Freq. 
174 

0.005 2.10 10 3.5 225 0 75 2 1/37.5 
Below Rated  Wave 

Freq. 
132 

0.01 2.10 10 3.5 225 0 75 2 1/37.5 
Below Rated  Wave 

Freq. 
135 

0.005 3.05 10 3.5 225 0 75 2 1/37.5 
Below Rated  Wave 

Freq. 
178 

0.05 0.25 40 2.3 150 0 75 3 1/25 Below Rated  
Low 

Freq. 
216 

0.1 0.25 40 2.3 150 0 75 3 1/25 Below Rated 
Low 

Freq. 
219 

0.05 0.35 40 2.3 150 0 75 3 1/25 Below Rated 
Low 

Freq. 
222 

0.1 0.35 40 2.3 150 0 75 3 1/25 
Below Rated  Low 

Freq. 
225 

0.05 0.5 40 2.3 150 0 75 3 1/25 
Below Rated  Low 

Freq. 
228 

0.1 0.5 40 2.3 150 0 75 3 1/25 
Below Rated  Low 

Freq. 
231 

0.005 1.35 30 2.3 150 0 75 3 1/25 
Below Rated  Wave 

Freq. 
234 

0.01 1.35 30 2.3 150 0 75 3 1/25 
Below Rated  Wave 

Freq. 
237 

0.02 1.35 30 2.3 150 0 75 3 1/25 
Below Rated  Wave 

Freq. 
240 

0.005 2.1 10 2.3 150 0 75 3 1/25 
Below Rated  Wave 

Freq. 
246 

0.01 2.1 10 2.3 150 0 75 3 1/25 Below Rated  
Wave 

Freq. 
249 

0.05 0.25 40 3.7 220 0 75 3 1/25 Rated 
Low 

Freq. 
143 

0.1 0.25 40 3.7 220 0 75 3 1/25 Rated 
Low 

Freq. 
147 

0.05 0.35 40 3.7 220 0 75 3 1/25 Rated 
Low 

Freq. 
183 

0.1 0.35 40 3.7 220 0 75 3 1/25 Rated 
Low 

Freq. 
187 

0.05 0.5 40 3.7 220 0 75 3 1/25 Rated 
Low 

Freq. 
151 

0.01 0.5 40 3.7 220 0 75 3 1/25 Rated 
Low 

Freq. 
155 

0.005 1.35 30 3.7 220 0 75 3 1/25 Rated 
Wave 

Freq. 
191 

0.01 1.35 30 3.7 220 0 75 3 1/25 Rated 
Wave 

Freq. 
195 

0.02 1.35 30 3.7 220 0 75 3 1/25 Rated 
Wave 

Freq. 
199 

0.005 2.1 10 3.7 220 0 75 3 1/25 Rated 
Wave 

Freq. 
162 

0.01 2.1 10 3.7 220 0 75 3 1/25 Rated 
Wave 

Freq. 
164 

0.05 0.25 40 5.3 240 12.5 75 3 1/25 
Above Rated1 Low 

Freq. 
377 

0.1 0.25 40 5.3 240 12.5 75 3 1/25 
Above Rated1 Low 

Freq. 
380 

0.05 0.35 40 5.3 240 12.5 75 3 1/25 
Above Rated1 Low 

Freq. 
383 

0.1 0.35 40 5.3 240 12.5 75 3 1/25 
Above Rated1 Low 

Freq. 
386 

0.05 0.5 40 5.3 240 12.5 75 3 1/25 
Above Rated1 Low 

Freq. 
389 

0.01 0.5 40 5.3 240 12.5 75 3 1/25 
Above Rated1 Low 

Freq. 
392 

0.005 1.35 30 5.3 240 12.5 75 3 1/25 
Above Rated1 Wave 

Freq. 
395 
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0.01 1.35 30 5.3 240 12.5 75 3 1/25 
Above Rated1 Wave 

Freq. 
398 

0.02 1.35 30 5.3 240 12.5 75 3 1/25 
Above Rated1 Wave 

Freq. 
401 

0.005 2.1 10 5.3 240 12.5 75 3 1/25 
Above Rated1 Wave 

Freq. 
404 

0.01 2.1 10 5.3 240 12.5 75 3 1/25 
Above Rated1 Wave 

Freq. 
407 

0.05 0.25 40 6.7 240 17.6 75 3 1/25 Above Rated2 
Low 

Freq. 
454 

0.1 0.25 40 6.7 240 17.6 75 3 1/25 
Above Rated2 Low 

Freq. 
456 

0.05 0.35 40 6.7 240 17.6 75 3 1/25 
Above Rated2 Low 

Freq. 
458 

0.1 0.35 40 6.7 240 17.6 75 3 1/25 
Above Rated2 Low 

Freq. 
460 

0.05 0.5 40 6.7 240 17.6 75 3 1/25 
Above Rated2 Low 

Freq. 
462 

0.01 0.5 40 6.7 240 17.6 75 3 1/25 
Above Rated2 Low 

Freq. 
464 

0.005 1.35 30 6.7 240 17.6 75 3 1/25 
Above Rated2 Wave 

Freq. 
466 

0.01 1.35 30 6.7 240 17.6 75 3 1/25 
Above Rated2 Wave 

Freq. 
468 

0.02 1.35 30 6.7 240 17.6 75 3 1/25 
Above Rated2 Wave 

Freq. 
470 

0.005 2.1 10 6.7 240 17.6 75 3 1/25 
Above Rated2 Wave 

Freq. 
472 

0.01 2.1 10 6.7 240 17.6 75 3 1/25 
Above Rated2 Wave 

Freq. 
474 

Table 9 Wind tunnel runs: Pitch imposed motion 

Amplitude  

Imposed 

Motion 

[deg] 

Frequency 

Imposed 

Motion [Hz] 

Acquisition 

Window [s] 

Wind 

Speed 

[m/s] 

Rotor 

speed 

[rpm] 

Pitch 

Angle 

[deg] 
𝝀𝒍 𝝀𝒗 𝝀𝒇

Aero 

Condition 

Hydro 

Condition 

Acquisition 

ID 

1 0.45 40 2.3 150 0 75 3 1/25 Below Rated  Low Freq. 254 

2 0.45 40 2.3 150 0 75 3 1/25 Below Rated Low Freq. 258 

3 0.45 40 2.3 150 0 75 3 1/25 Below Rated Low Freq. 262 

1 0.65 40 2.3 150 0 75 3 1/25 Below Rated  Low Freq. 266 

2 0.65 40 2.3 150 0 75 3 1/25 Below Rated  Low Freq. 270 

3 0.65 40 2.3 150 0 75 3 1/25 Below Rated  Low Freq. 274 

1 1 20 2.3 150 0 75 3 1/25 Below Rated  Wave Freq. 278 

2 1 20 2.3 150 0 75 3 1/25 Below Rated  Wave Freq. 282 

3 1 20 2.3 150 0 75 3 1/25 Below Rated  Wave Freq. 286 

0.5 2.1 40 2.3 150 0 75 3 1/25 Below Rated  Wave Freq. 290 

0.75 2.1 40 2.3 150 0 75 3 1/25 Below Rated  Wave Freq. 294 

1 2.1 40 2.3 150 0 75 3 1/25 Below Rated Wave Freq. 298 

1 0.45 40 3.7 220 0 75 3 1/25 Rated  Low Freq. 302 

2 0.45 40 3.7 220 0 75 3 1/25 Rated  Low Freq. 305 

3 0.45 40 3.7 220 0 75 3 1/25 Rated Low Freq. 308 

1 0.65 40 3.7 220 0 75 3 1/25 Rated  Low Freq. 311 

2 0.65 40 3.7 220 0 75 3 1/25 Rated  Low Freq. 314 

3 0.65 40 3.7 220 0 75 3 1/25 Rated Low Freq. 317 

1 1 20 3.7 220 0 75 3 1/25 Rated  Wave Freq. 320 

2 1 20 3.7 220 0 75 3 1/25 Rated  Wave Freq. 323 

3 1 20 3.7 220 0 75 3 1/25 Rated Wave Freq. 326 

0.5 2.1 10 3.7 220 0 75 3 1/25 Rated  Wave Freq. 329 

0.75 2.1 10 3.7 220 0 75 3 1/25 Rated  Wave Freq. 332 

1 2.1 10 3.7 220 0 75 3 1/25 Rated Wave Freq. 335 

1 0.45 40 5.3 240 12.5 75 3 1/25 
Above 

Rated1 Low Freq. 410 

2 0.45 40 5.3 240 12.5 75 3 1/25 
Above 

Rated1 Low Freq. 413 

3 0.45 40 5.3 240 12.5 75 3 1/25 
Above 

Rated1 Low Freq. 416 

1 0.65 40 5.3 240 12.5 75 3 1/25 Above 

Rated1 
Low Freq. 419 

2 0.65 40 5.3 240 12.5 75 3 1/25 Above 

Rated1 
Low Freq. 422 

3 0.65 40 5.3 240 12.5 75 3 1/25 Above 

Rated1 
Low Freq. 425 
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1 1 20 5.3 240 12.5 75 3 1/25 Above 

Rated1 
Wave Freq. 428 

2 1 20 5.3 240 12.5 75 3 1/25 Above 

Rated1 
Wave Freq. 431 

3 1 20 5.3 240 12.5 75 3 1/25 Above 

Rated1 
Wave Freq. 434 

0.5 2.0 10 5.3 240 12.5 75 3 1/25 Above 

Rated1 
Wave Freq. 437 

0.75 2.0 10 5.3 240 12.5 75 3 1/25 Above 

Rated1 
Wave Freq. 440 

1 2.0 10 5.3 240 12.5 75 3 1/25 Above 

Rated1 
Wave Freq. 443 

1 0.45 40 6.7 240 17.6 75 3 1/25 Above 

Rated2 Low Freq. 476 

2 0.45 40 6.7 240 17.6 75 3 1/25 Above 

Rated2 Low Freq. 478 

3 0.45 40 6.7 240 17.6 75 3 1/25 Above 

Rated2 Low Freq. 480 

1 0.65 40 6.7 240 17.6 75 3 1/25 Above 

Rated2 
Low Freq. 482 

2 0.65 40 6.7 240 17.6 75 3 1/25 Above 

Rated2 
Low Freq. 484 

3 0.65 40 6.7 240 17.6 75 3 1/25 Above 

Rated2 
Low Freq. 486 

1 1 20 6.7 240 17.6 75 3 1/25 Above 

Rated2 
Wave Freq. 488 

2 1 20 6.7 240 17.6 75 3 1/25 Above 

Rated2 
Wave Freq. 490 

3 1 20 6.7 240 17.6 75 3 1/25 Above 

Rated2 
Wave Freq. 492 

0.5 2.1 10 6.7 240 17.6 75 3 1/25 Above 

Rated2 
Wave Freq. 494 

0.75 2.1 10 6.7 240 17.6 75 3 1/25 Above 

Rated2 
Wave Freq. 496 

1 2.1 10 6.7 240 17.6 75 3 1/25 Above 

Rated2 
Wave Freq. 498 

3.1.3 Calibration and uncertainties qualification 

The main results are expressed in the form of aerodynamic thrust coefficient 𝐶𝑡, which is expressed as

𝐶𝑡 =
𝐹𝑡

1
2 𝜌𝑈2(𝜋𝑅2)

=
𝐹𝑡

𝑞𝐴 (3.2) 

where 𝐹𝑡 is the thrust force, 𝜌 is the air density 𝑉 is the wind speed, 𝑟 is the rotor radius, 𝑞 is the dy-

namic pressure and 𝐴 is the rotor area. The uncertainty of the thrust coefficient 𝑢𝐶𝑡
 can be expressed

by means of the Taylor Series Method (TSM) for the propagation of uncertainties, as expressed in [5] 

and [6]. 

𝑢𝐶𝑡
2 = (

𝜕𝐶𝑡

𝜕𝐹𝑡
)

2
𝑢𝐹𝑡

2
+  (

𝜕𝐶𝑡

𝜕𝑞
)

2
𝑢𝑞

2
+ (

𝜕𝐶𝑡

𝜕𝐴
)

2

 𝑢𝐴
2
 (3.3) 

Assuming the uncertainty related to the rotor area is equal to zero (since each measurement is normal-

ized over the nominal area A of the rotor), Eq. (3.3) can be written as: 

𝑢𝐶𝑡
2 = (

𝜕𝐶𝑡

𝜕𝐹𝑡
)

2
𝑢𝐹𝑡

2
+  (

𝜕𝐶𝑡

𝜕𝑞
)

2

 𝑢𝑞
2
 (3.4) 

In Appendix (A1-A5) the calibration certificates of the micromanometer (A1) and the 6-components 

balance, for the surge component, (A2) are reported. The former gives the expanded uncertainty 𝑢𝑞 for

the dynamic pressure, whereas the latter gives the expanded uncertainty, for different load levels in the 

measured range 0-100 N, of the thrust force 𝑢𝐹𝑡
. Figure 18 shows the calibration setup. All the uncer-

tainties have been computed considering a coverage factor 𝑘 = 2 and a confidence level of 95%, so 

that they can be combined consistently from a statistical point of view.  
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Expressing the derivatives of the thrust coefficient with respect to the variables 𝐹𝑡 and 𝑞, Eq.(3.4) can

be written as: 

𝑢𝐶𝑡
2 = (

1

𝑞𝐴
)

2
𝑢𝐹𝑡

2
+  (

𝐹𝑡

𝑞𝐴
)

2 1

𝑞2
 𝑢𝑞

2
 (3.5) 

then, dividing by the expression of 𝐶𝑡 from Eq. (3.2), the final expression is:

(
𝑢𝐶𝑡

𝐶𝑡
)

2

= (
𝑢𝐹𝑡

𝐹𝑡
)

2

+ (
𝑢𝑞

𝑞
)

2

(3.6) 

In the Table 10 the resulting uncertainty of the thrust coefficient, normalized over the thrust coefficient 

itself, 𝑢𝐶𝑡
/𝐶𝑡 is computed. This calculation is based on the uncertainty quantification 𝑢𝐹𝑡

 of different

load levels (e.g. below rated, rated and above rated as can be seen from Appendix A2, where  the ex-

panded uncertainty 𝑢𝑞 = 0.01% was assumed, corresponding to the pressure level 𝑞 of 20 Pa, to com-

pute the value 𝑢𝑞/𝑞 of the Eq.(3.6). The choice of considering 20 Pa is consistent with the test per-

formed ( Table 7 - Table 9). 

Table 10 Uncertainty quantification for the steady measurements 

Thrust Force Level 𝑭𝒕 [N]
Calibration Input 

Thrust Force 𝑭𝒕 [N]

Expanded Uncertainty 

𝑼𝑭𝒕
 [%]

𝑼𝑭𝒕
/𝑭𝒕 𝑼𝑪𝒕

/𝑪𝒕

20 19.611 0.837 0.04268 0.043 

50 49.027 0.367 0.007486 0.0075 

100 98.055 0.182 0.001856 0.002 

Table 11 Uncertainty correspondence with the machine characteristic ranges 

Thrust Force Range [N] 𝝀𝒗 = 𝟐 𝝀𝒗 = 𝟑 𝑼𝑪𝒕
/𝑪𝒕

0-20 - Below rated, Above Rated 0.043 

20-50 Below rated, Above Rated Rated 0.0075 

50-100 Rated - 0.002 
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Figure 18 Force Calibration procedure 

3.2 Test results  
In this section, the results of the steady (performance) and unsteady (imposed surge and pitch tests) are 

reported and discussed. As already mentioned, for widening the range and validity of the tests, two 

different velocity scale factors 𝜆𝑣 have been considered in the test matrices ( Table 7-Table 9).

3.2.1 Wind turbine performances  

In this section the results of the steady test, in smooth flow conditions, are reported and plotted along 

with the nominal (scaled) characteristic curves of the DTU 10 MW wind turbine. As it can be seen in 

Figure 19-Figure 24, good agreement between the measurements and the nominal values is clear. It is 

worth recalling that aerodynamic design of the blades was set to match the thrust force rather than the 

torque moment (and coefficient). However, good nominal/experimental agreement is visible in Figure 

21 and Figure 22, with a greater satisfaction for 𝜆𝑣 = 2 up to the wind rated condition. With regard to

the above rated condition, the discrepancy of the torque measurements from the nominal curve can be 

explained considering the pitch angle of the blades. In fact, for wind speed greater than the rated, the 

blade pitch has been set to the above rated nominal values from DTU [2]: the nominal values for the 

full scale wind turbine are designed for a different airfoil and different flow condition. The focus of 

the presented tests was on the below rated condition, whereas the search for the optimal pitch value to 

match the nominal curve above rated, is currently in progress.  

In Figure 24, thrust coefficient Ct is reported as function of wind speed in terms of nominal values, 

experimental values and numerical (AeroDyn) corresponding computations. More specifically, the 

numerical model was setup to simulate the experiments, so that the simulations were run in 

FAST/AeroDyn by implementing exactly the aerodynamic and structural properties of the model test-

ed in wind tunnel.  
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Figure 19 Thrust force for velocity scale factor 2 as function of wind speed 

Figure 20 Thrust force for velocity scale factor 3 as function of wind speed 
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Figure 21 Torque moment for velocity scale factor 2 as function of wind speed 

Figure 22 Torque moment for velocity scale factor 3 as function of wind speed 
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Figure 23 Thrust coefficient for velocity scale factor 2 as function of wind speed 

Figure 24 Thrust coefficient for velocity scale factor 3 as function of wind speed 

3.3 Imposed Motion Dynamic Tests 
In this section the imposed motion tests are reported and compared to numerical computations (Aero-

Dyn). For the sake of clarity, a subgroup of the tests matrix (Table 8 and Table 9) are plotted in the 

following, with the velocity scale factor of 𝜆𝑣 = 3. The aim is to show the dependency of imposed am-

plitude and frequency, for both low and wave frequency range, at each wind turbine working condition 

(below rated, rated, above rated 1, above rated 2). A greater amount of unsteady results can be found 

in Appendix A0. For each plot of the unsteady results, only the unsteady component is reported (i.e. 

the mean thrust and wind speed are subtracted), Figure 28 - Figure 32. This is done to in order to allow 

a more straightforward comparison between numerical and experimental unsteady results, neglecting 

minor discrepancies related to the steady values, which can be seen in Figure 25 , where the unsteady 

results (coloured hysteretic cycles) are qualitatively plotted over the static curve (black line). Further-

more, a dashed black line is put along the unsteady curves (Figure 28 - Figure 32), representing the 
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experimental steady tests. These steady curves have been obtained by testing slightly different work-

ing conditions in order to be able to draw a steady straight line through the nominal points. 

Figure 25 Unsteady tests over static curve 

3.3.1 Experimental Data Processing 

Figure 28 - Figure 32 are results of extensive data processing: more specifically, as the forces meas-

ured by the balances at the nacelle involve a not negligible contribution of inertial terms linked to the 

platform motion, the signals have to be subtracted to isolate aerodynamic forces. In order to satisfy 

this requirement, each test was carried out both with and without wind, in the same imposed motion 

condition, so that: 

aero wind NoWindF F F  (3.7) 

where windF  and NoWindF  have been properly re-aligned in the time domain, based on the surge and 

pitch hydraulic actuator signals (LVDT, see Figure 26), so that the fundamental harmonic of the im-

posed motion was considered in the operation of Eq.(3.7). More specifically, NoWindF  signals were

subtracted from windF  in the time domain, after having highlighted the signal fundamental harmonic in

the frequency domain (i.e. Fast Fourier Transform, FFT), and then getting back to the time domain by 

means of inverse Fourier transform (IFFT). No-wind tests ( NoWindF ) were conducted with zero rotor 

speed. Nevertheless, as each time history differs from the others, in terms of initial conditions, a spe-

cific procedure has been implemented in order to carry out the subtraction reported in the eq.(3.7), 

between two perfectly synchronized signals. This procedure has basically been developed considering 

the corresponding time histories of the platform displacements provided by hydraulic actuators, for 

translation (surge) and rotation (pitch) as well, in order to find out the time shift between the different 

acquisitions, with and without the wind. The algorithm used in the temporal phase shift detection is 

able to work on the sinusoidal signals of the platform’s displacement and to find out every instant of 

the zero value crossing of the displacement signals. The zero crossing are used to extract the temporal 

phase shift between the acquired windF  and NoWindF  time histories. 

As can be seen in Figure 26 (a) and (b), this algorithm is designed to work on displacement signals 

previously filtered by the entire frequency content of noise. The first harmonic detection is carried out 
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in the frequency domain after having applied the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) to the signals them-

selves and then reshaping the displacements by running the Inverse Fourier Transform (IFFT) algo-

rithm. Afterwards the detected time-shift is corrected in every other acquired signal. Figure 26 (c) 

shows the original nacelle force signal while Figure 26 (d) shows the synchronized ones. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 
Figure 26 Example of signal synchronization. Blue lines – test with wind. Red lines - tests with zero wind speed. a)-b) 

displacement signals; c)-d) nacelle force signal (thrust direction) 

The results were filtered, using the procedure described above, from any frequency component but the 

imposed motion one, in order to remove any information not related with the imposed motion, see 

Figure 27. 

Figure 27 Detection of the fundamental harmonic component (imposed motion) from the force signals, in the frequen-

cy (left) and time (right) domains 
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3.3.2 Numerical computations: AeroDyn 

AeroDyn 14, running within FAST 8.10, was taken as reference for the numerical simulations in com-

parison with the experimental results herein reported. Since there is no possibility of providing im-

posed motions along the platform degrees of freedom in FAST 8.10/AeroDyn 14, a slightly modified 

custom version the FAST 8.10 executable was built. More specifically, the FAST7/Seismic module 

was taken as reference, so that in the PoliMi version, in the HydroDyn.dat input file it can be specified 

which degree of freedom is to be “actuated” (i.e. Surge or Pitch), as well as added damping C_add and 

stiffness K_add matrices. The matrices, are needed for the control force providing the desired motion 

along Surge or Pitch, these matrices are taken from input and processed within the files Hydro-

Dyn_input.f90, HydroDyn_Types.f90 and HydroDyn.f90 where the control force CF  is properly ex-

pressed as: 

( ) ( )C added addedF K PtfmDisp X C PtfmVel XD    (3.8) 

where 𝑃𝑡𝑓𝑚𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑝 and 𝑃𝑡𝑓𝑚Vel are respectively the actual platform displacements and velocity 

(i.e. the Surge or Pitch actuated degrees of freedom), whereas X and XD  are the imposed dis-

placement and velocity. 

3.3.2.1 Simulation parameters 

The AeroDyn settings are reported in Table 12. The Dynamic inflow was used, based on the General-

ized Wake Theory (GDW) [1], because it is necessary to have the dynamic wake to appreciate the 

unsteady aerodynamics, and no stall model was considered. The input file of the simulation can be 

found in appendix A6. 

Table 12 AeroDyn settings 

Simulation Parameter value 

AeroDyn time step 0.001 

Dynamic Stall Model Steady (no stall modelling) 

Use Cm No 

Inflow Model Dynin (GDW) 

Induction factor model Swirl 

Tip Loss Model Prandtl 

Hub Loss Model Prandtl 

Blades Rigid 

Fixed pitch No controller 

3.3.4 AeroDyn Validation: results and comments 

In this paragraph, the results of the imposed motion tests are reported, both for surge and pitch degrees 

of freedom. Along with these, the corresponding AeroDyn numerical simulations (3.3.2 ) are also 

shown. Two different set of frequencies, corresponding respectively to low and wave frequencies are 

reported for each wind condition (below, rated and above rated). For a better interpretation of the re-

sults, some non-dimensional parameters are worthy defined as: 

*
p pA

V
U


 (3.9) 
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*
p p

R
TSR

U A





(3.10) 

/ /1 1 *

* /

p p p pU A U U A U V
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(3.11) 

where in (3.9) and (3.10) respectively the reduced velocity and effective Tip Speed Ratio are reported. 

Moreover in (3.11) the inverse of the effective tip speed ratio TSR* can be expressed as function of 

reduced velocity V* and TSR, representing non-dimensional parameter taking into account the effec-

tive angle of attack also due to the motion. 

3.3.3 Surge Imposed Motion 

In Figure 28 - Figure 31 report respectively the experimental and numerical results for different undis-

turbed wave velocities U (below rated, rated and above rated) both for low (left) and wave (right) fre-

quencies. In each figure, the dynamic part of the thrust force, as function of the imposed hub velocity, 

is shown.  

Table 13 Surge tests synthetic indicators 

Fig. 
U 

[m/s] 


[rad/s] 
p

[rad/s] 

pA

[m] 
*V  TSR  *1/ TSR

28 2.33 15.71 1.57 0.10 0.07 7.96 0.13 

28 2.33 15.71 13.19 0.01 0.06 7.96 0.13 

29 3.67 23.04 1.57 0.10 0.04 7.41 0.14 

29 3.67 23.04 13.19 0.01 0.04 7.41 0.14 

30 5.33 25.13 1.57 0.10 0.03 5.56 0.19 

30 5.33 25.13 13.19 0.01 0.02 5.56 0.18 

In Table 13 a summary of surge tests indicators are reported along the respective test condition param-

eters. As a general observation (Figure 28 -Figure 30) AeroDyn always underestimates the dynamic 

variation of the thrust force. Moreover the slope of the hysteretic cycles (i.e. the ellipsis longer axis) is 

lower than the measured one, whereas the area limited by these cycles is fairly comparable. Neverthe-

less for Figure 30 (right) and Figure 31(right) the experimental measurements show greater areas 

compared to numerical results. It is worth mentioning that for these tests, no pitch control was activat-

ed, which is typically implemented for above rated wind. However, it is interesting to notice that two 

different behaviours are visible for below rated/rated tests (Figure 28-Figure 29) and for above rated 

(Figure 30-Figure 31). In the former hysteretic cycles are visible both for low and high (wave) fre-

quencies, whereas for the latter hysteretic cycles are visible only for high (wave) frequencies. Aero-

Dyn predicts theses different behaviours.  

According to the authors, the discrepancies between numerical and experimental results are to be in-

vestigated more thoroughly, since it is not straightforward to correlate them to the AeroDyn numerical 

implementation. As a matter of fact, the wind turbine motion affects primarily the relative velocity 

seen by each blade section and the overall aerodynamic force in time. However, this is not sufficient to 

explain the hysteretic results. The cause of this, which is due to unsteady aerodynamics, should be 

investigated, taking into account the following issues:  
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 changing the wind velocity implies a variation of the angle of attack on the blade, which could

induce non-linear aerodynamic behaviour

 the thrust force is also due to the wake geometry and characteristics, moving the wind turbine

can induce distortion in the wake itself

Figure 28 Experimental Vs AeroDyn, imposed surge at below rated: low frequency (Left), wave frequency ( right) 

Figure 29 Experimental Vs AeroDyn, imposed surge at rated: low frequency (Left), wave frequency ( right) 

Figure 30 Experimental Vs AeroDyn, imposed surge at above rated 1: low frequency (Left), wave frequency ( right) 
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Figure 31 Experimental Vs AeroDyn, imposed surge at above rated 2: low frequency (Left), wave frequency ( right) 

In Figure 32 the comparison among experimental (right) and numerical (left) results are shown for 

below rated condition, three tests are considered carried out at the same imposed amplitude for differ-

ent frequencies. All the frequencies considered are of low frequency range. Measurements (left) show 

very small hysteretic cycles for each frequency; the higher the frequency, the higher is the force varia-

tion and a slightly increasing slope. On the other hand, AeroDyn shows larger hysteretic behaviours 

and the same slightly increase of the slope. All the other results (numerical and experimental) are re-

ported in Appendix A0 and similar consideration can be drawn. 

Figure 32 Experimental Vs AeroDyn, imposed surge at below rated: low frequency (Left), wave frequency ( right) 

3.3.4 Pitch Imposed Motion 

In Figure 33 - Figure 35 report respectively the experimental and numerical results for different undis-

turbed wave velocities U (below rated, rated and above rated) both for low (left) and wave (right) fre-

quencies. In each figure, the dynamic part of the thrust force, as function of the imposed hub velocity, 

is shown. Similar consideration to surge tests can be drawn. 
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Figure 33 Experimental Vs AeroDyn, imposed pitch at below rated: low frequency (Left), wave frequency ( right) 

Figure 34 Experimental Vs AeroDyn, imposed pitch at rated: low frequency (Left), wave frequency ( right) 

Figure 35 Experimental Vs AeroDyn, imposed pitch at above rated 1: low frequency (Left), wave frequency ( right) 
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Figure 36 Experimental Vs AeroDyn, imposed pitch at above rated 2: low frequency (Left), wave frequency ( right) 

 GVPM: Politecnico di Milano Wind Tunnel, the Facility 4

The Politecnico di Milano Wind Tunnel is located in the Campus Bovisa-Sud of the Politecnico di 

Milano University. The wind tunnel is a closed circuit facility in vertical arrangement having two test 

sections, a 4x4 high speed low turbulence and a 14x4 low speed boundary layer test section and shows 

a render of the facility whereas Table 14 summarizes the overall wind tunnel characteristics. Peculiar-

ity of the facility is the presence of two test sections of very different characteristics, offering a very 

wide spectrum of flow conditions. 

Figure 37 Wind Tunnel Render 
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Table 14 Plant characteristics 

Politecnico di Milano Wind Tunnel 

Tunnel Overall Dimensions: 50x15x15 (m) 

Maximum Power (Fans only): 1.5 (MW) 

Test Section 
Size 

(m) 

Max Speed 

(m/s) 

ΔU/U 

(%) 

Turb. Int. 

Iu (%) 

Boundary Layer 14x4 16 < ±3 <2 

Low Turbulence 4x4 55 < ±0.2 <0.1 

The upper leg of the loop hosts the Boundary Layer Test Section (section 14m x 4m, max wind veloci-

ty: 16m/s, turbulence index <2%). The 35m long, constant section test room enables the setting up of 

upstream active or passive turbulence generators to simulate the atmospheric boundary layer (Figure 

37). The model to be tested, together with the related environment, is set up on a 13m diameter turnta-

ble, included in the wind tunnel floor to permit computer pre-selected wind incidence angle change 

(Figure 38). The max load on the turntable can stand 100kN. 

Figure 38 The boundary layer low-speed test section used for civil and environmental applications. View of the large 

turntable (diameter 13.5m). 
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 Appendix 6
Attached to this report are reported, in order, the following calibration certificates and AeroDyn input 

files: 

Appendix ID Instrument type 
Instrument Manufac-

turer/ID 
Certificate N° 

A1 Micromanometer 
Furness Con-

trol/FCO510 
12483 

A2 6 Component Balance RUAG/192-6I DM.FOR.16.003 

A3 
Surge Hydraulic Actua-

tor LDVT 
MTS/244.11/10226869A LPM 149/2016 

A4 
Pitch Hydraulic Actua-

tor LDVT 
MTS/244.11/10376527A LPM 150/2016 

A5 Certified Masses ZWIEBEL 044/M140425 

Appendix ID Content 

A0 Unsteady Results 

Appendix ID Certificator 

A1 Furness Control 

A2 Politecnico di Milano 

A3 Politecnico di Milano 

A4 Politecnico di Milano 

A5 Accredia 

Appendix ID File Type 

A6 AeroDyn Input File 
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Appendix 

A0.1 Imposed Surge 

Table 15 Imposed surge tests: collection of most significant comparisons. 

Amplitude  

Imposed 

Motion [m] 

Frequency 

Imposed 

Motion [Hz] 

Hydro 

Condition 

Wind Speed 

[m/s] 

Pitch 

Angle 

[deg] 

Aero  

Condition 

Experimental 

(Wind Tunnel) 
Numerical 

(AeroDyn) 
Num/Exp 

Acquisition 

ID 

0.1 0.25 Low Freq. 2.3 0 Below Rated     1 

0.1 0.25,0.35,0.5 Low Freq. 2.3 0 Below Rated    2 

0.1 0.25,0.35,0.5 Low Freq. 2.3 0 Below Rated    3 

0.001 2.1 Wave Freq. 2.3 0 Below Rated     4 

0.005,0.01 2.1 Wave Freq. 2.3 0 Below Rated    5 

0.005,0.01 2.1 Wave Freq. 2.3 0 Below Rated    6 

0.1 0.25 Low Freq. 2.3 0 Rated     7 

0.1 0.25,0.35,0.5 Low Freq. 3.7 0 Rated    8 

0.1 0.25,0.35,0.5 Low Freq. 3.7 0 Rated    9 

0.001 2.1 Wave Freq. 3.7 0 Rated     10 

0.005,0.01 2.1 Wave Freq. 3.7 0 Rated    11 

0.005,0.01 2.1 Wave Freq. 3.7 0 Rated    12 

0.1 0.25 Low Freq. 5.3 12.5 Above Rated1     13 

0.1 0.25,0.35,0.5 Low Freq. 5.3 12.5 Above Rated1    14 

0.1 0.25,0.35,0.5 Low Freq. 5.3 12.5 Above Rated1    15 

0.001 2.1 Wave Freq. 5.3 12.5 Above Rated1    16 

0.005,0.01 2.1 Wave Freq. 5.3 12.5 Above Rated1    17 

0.005,0.01 2.1 Wave Freq. 5.3 12.5 Above Rated1    18 

0.1 0.25 Low Freq. 6.7 17.6 Above Rated2    19 

0.1 0.25,0.35,0.5 Low Freq. 6.7 17.6 Above Rated2    20 

0.1 0.25,0.35,0.5 Low Freq. 6.7 17.6 Above Rated2    21 

0.001 2.1 Wave Freq. 6.7 17.6 Above Rated2    22 

0.005,0.01 2.1 Wave Freq. 6.7 17.6 Above Rated2    23 

0.005,0.01 2.1 Wave Freq. 6.7 17.6 Above Rated2    24 

Figure ID 

#1 
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#2 

#3 

#4 
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#5 

#6 

#7 
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#8 

#9 

#10 
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#11 

#12 

#13 
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#14 

#15 

#16 
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#17 

#18 

#19 
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#20 

#21 

#22 
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#23 

#24 
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A0.2 Imposed Pitch 

Table 16 Imposed pitch tests: collection of most significant comparisons. 

Amplitude  

Imposed 

Motion 

[deg] 

Frequency 

Imposed 

Motion [Hz] 

Hydro 

Condition 

Wind Speed 

[m/s] 

Pitch 

Angle 

[deg] 

Aero  

Condition 

Experimental 

(Wind  

Tunnel) 

Numerical 

(AeroDyn) 

Num

/Exp 

Acquisition 

 ID 

3 0.65 Low Freq. 2.3 0 Below Rated     1 

3 0.45,0.65 Low Freq. 2.3 0 Below Rated    2 

3 0.45,0.65 Low Freq. 2.3 0 Below Rated    3 

1 2.1 Wave Freq. 2.3 0 Below Rated     4 

0.75/1 2.1 Wave Freq. 2.3 0 Below Rated    5 

0.75/1 2.1 Wave Freq. 2.3 0 Below Rated    6 

3 0.65 Low Freq. 2.3 0 Rated     7 

3 0.45,0.65 Low Freq. 3.7 0 Rated    8 

3 0.45,0.65 Low Freq. 3.7 0 Rated    9 

1 2.1 Wave Freq. 3.7 0 Rated     10 

0.75/1 2.1 Wave Freq. 3.7 0 Rated    11 

0.75/1 2.1 Wave Freq. 3.7 0 Rated    12 

3 0.65 Low Freq. 5.3 12.5 Above Rated1     13 

3 0.45,0.65 Low Freq. 5.3 12.5 Above Rated1    14 

3 0.45,0.65 Low Freq. 5.3 12.5 Above Rated1    15 

1 1 Wave Freq. 5.3 12.5 Above Rated1    16 

3 0.65 Low Freq. 6.7 17.6 Above Rated2    17 

3 0.45,0.65 Low Freq. 6.7 17.6 Above Rated2    18 

3 0.45,0.65 Low Freq. 6.7 17.6 Above Rated2    19 

1 2.1 Wave Freq. 6.7 17.6 Above Rated2    20 

0.75/1 2.1 Wave Freq. 6.7 17.6 Above Rated2    21 

0.75/1 2.1 Wave Freq. 6.7 17.6 Above Rated2    22 
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Fig ID. 

#1 

#2 

#3 
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#4 

#5 

#6 
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#7 

#8 

#9 
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#10 

#11 

#12 
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#13 

#14 

#15 
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#16 

#17 

#18 
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#19 

#20 
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%% case_AeroDyn.ipt 

Combined Experiment Baseline for AeroDyn version 12.5 

SI    Units for input and output [SI or ENGlish] 

STEADY    Dynamic stall model [BEDDOES or STEADY] 

NO_CM     Aerodynamic pitching moment model [USE_CM or NO_CM] 

DYNIN     Inflow model [DYNIN or EQUIL] 

SWIRL      Induction factor model [NONE or WAKE or SWIRL] 

5.0000E-03 Convergence tolerance for induction factor 

PRAND      Tip-loss model (for EQUIL only) [PRANdtl, GTECH, or NONE] 

PRAND      Hub-loss model (for EQUIL only) [PRANdtl, or NONE] 

"Wind/case.wnd"           Hub-height wind file name (quoted string) 

1.6       Wind reference (hub) height. 

0.0        Tower shadow centerline velocity deficit. 

0.0        Tower shadow half width. 

0.0        Tower shadow reference point. 

1.225 Air density. 

1.45e-5    Kinematic air viscosity. 

1.0000E-03 Time interval for aerodynamic calculations. 

39          Number of airfoil files used. Files listed below: 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_1_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_2_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_3_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_4_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_5_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_6_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_7_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_8_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_9_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_10_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_11_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_12_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_13_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_14_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_15_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_16_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_17_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_18_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_19_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_20_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_21_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_22_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_23_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_24_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_25_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_26_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_27_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_28_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_29_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_30_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_31_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_32_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_33_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_34_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_35_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_36_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_37_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_38_DEV1.dat" 

"AeroData/airfoilEL_39_DEV1.dat" 

39         Number of blade elements per blade 

RELM  Twist DR    Chord File ID Elem Data 



0.05541    17.07668    0.03524    0.05585    1     NOPRINT 

0.09127    17.07668    0.03649    0.05585    2     NOPRINT 

0.12834    17.00729    0.03764    0.05771    3     NOPRINT 

0.16649    16.45001    0.03867    0.06792    4     NOPRINT 

0.20561    15.10186    0.03957    0.08354    5     NOPRINT 

0.24557    13.16028    0.04033    0.10004    6     NOPRINT 

0.28619    11.44990    0.04092    0.11236    7     NOPRINT 

0.32732    10.36938    0.04133    0.11547    8     NOPRINT 

0.36879    9.59660    0.04160    0.11433    9     NOPRINT 

0.41041    8.95289    0.04165    0.11203    10     NOPRINT 

0.45201    8.34998    0.04155    0.10885    11     NOPRINT 

0.49341    7.83083    0.04125    0.10468    12     NOPRINT 

0.53443    7.29961    0.04077    0.10004    13     NOPRINT 

0.57488    6.70718    0.04013    0.09519    14     NOPRINT 

0.61463    6.05612    0.03936    0.09025    15     NOPRINT 

0.65351    5.40913    0.03840    0.08531    16     NOPRINT 

0.69138    4.75103    0.03735    0.08045    17     NOPRINT 

0.72814    4.10271    0.03617    0.07578    18     NOPRINT 

0.76367    3.47812    0.03489    0.07134    19     NOPRINT 

0.79789    2.88962    0.03355    0.06713    20     NOPRINT 

0.83073    2.34409    0.03212    0.06319    21     NOPRINT 

0.86213    1.82924    0.03068    0.05950    22     NOPRINT 

0.89206    1.35256    0.02919    0.05607    23     NOPRINT 

0.92049    0.91792    0.02768    0.05288    24     NOPRINT 

0.94743    0.51716    0.02620    0.04994    25     NOPRINT 

0.97288    0.18941    0.02469    0.04727    26     NOPRINT 

0.99685    -0.11439    0.02325    0.04482    27     NOPRINT 

1.01939    -0.40254    0.02181    0.04261    28     NOPRINT 

1.04051    -0.66765    0.02043    0.04064    29     NOPRINT 

1.06027    -0.91515    0.01909    0.03882    30     NOPRINT 

1.07871    -1.15271    0.01780    0.03709    31     NOPRINT 

1.09590    -1.38858    0.01657    0.03532    32     NOPRINT 

1.11188    -1.53643    0.01539    0.03349    33     NOPRINT 

1.12671    -1.59972    0.01428    0.03159    34     NOPRINT 

1.14047    -1.62372    0.01323    0.02949    35     NOPRINT 

1.15320    -1.60837    0.01224    0.02698    36     NOPRINT 

1.16497    -1.60582    0.01131    0.02384    37     NOPRINT 

1.17584    -1.68771    0.01043    0.01945    38     NOPRINT 

1.18586    -1.75701    0.00961    0.00050    39     NOPRINT 



%% case_blades.dat 

------- ELASTODYN V1.00.* INDIVIDUAL BLADE INPUT FILE -------------------------- 

modello blade data. Questa volta forniamo SOLO la corretta distribuzione di massa, 

SCALANDO QUELLA DEL FULL SCALE(prima dei dati definitivi sul modello)  

---------------------- BLADE PARAMETERS ---------------------------------------- 

         27   NBlInpSt    - Number of blade input stations (-) 

      0.925   BldFlDmp(1) - Blade flap mode #1 structural damping in percent of 

critical (%) 

      1.345   BldFlDmp(2) - Blade flap mode #2 structural damping in percent of 

critical (%) 

      0.765   BldEdDmp(1) - Blade edge mode #1 structural damping in percent of 

critical (%) 

---------------------- BLADE ADJUSTMENT FACTORS -------------------------------- 

          1   FlStTunr(1) - Blade flapwise modal stiffness tuner, 1st mode (-) 

          1   FlStTunr(2) - Blade flapwise modal stiffness tuner, 2nd mode (-) 

          1   AdjBlMs     - Factor to adjust blade mass density (-) 

       0.43   AdjFlSt     - Factor to adjust blade flap stiffness (-) 

      0.166   AdjEdSt     - Factor to adjust blade edge stiffness (-) 

---------------------- DISTRIBUTED BLADE PROPERTIES ---------------------------- 

    BlFract      PitchAxis      StrcTwst       BMassDen        FlpStff        EdgStff 

      (-)           (-)          (deg)          (kg/m)         (Nm^2)         (Nm^2) 

      0       0.2500         0    0.2115   1E6   1E6 

    0.0385    0.2500         0    0.2133   1E6   1E6 

    0.0769    0.2500         0    0.2013   1E6   1E6 

    0.1154    0.2500  -38.6368    0.1785   1E6   1E6 

    0.1538    0.2500  -22.1490    0.1578   1E6   1E6 

    0.1923    0.2500  -12.6439    0.1441   1E6   1E6 

    0.2308    0.2500   -8.5094    0.1285   1E6   1E6 

    0.2692    0.2500   -6.6419    0.1153   1E6   1E6 

    0.3077    0.2500   -4.8415    0.1052   1E6   1E6 

    0.3462    0.2500   -4.2413    0.1005   1E6   1E6 

    0.3846    0.2500   -3.9333    0.0942   1E6   1E6 

    0.4231    0.2500   -3.3788    0.0882   1E6   1E6 

    0.4615    0.2500   -2.9159    0.0823   1E6   1E6 

    0.5000    0.2500   -2.4580    0.0762   1E6   1E6 

    0.5385    0.2500   -2.1082    0.0693   1E6   1E6 

    0.5769    0.2500   -1.7566    0.0629   1E6   1E6 

    0.6154    0.2500   -1.4873    0.0565   1E6   1E6 

    0.6538    0.2500   -1.2458    0.0503   1E6   1E6 

    0.6923    0.2500   -1.0635    0.0444   1E6   1E6 

    0.7308    0.2500   -0.9038    0.0384   1E6   1E6 

    0.7692    0.2500   -0.7701    0.0325   1E6   1E6 

    0.8077    0.2500   -0.6673    0.0270   1E6   1E6 

    0.8462    0.2500   -0.5982    0.0219   1E6   1E6 

    0.8846    0.2500   -0.5403    0.0169   1E6   1E6 

    0.9231    0.2500   -0.5519    0.0124   1E6   1E6 

    0.9615    0.2500   -0.6731    0.0076   1E6   1E6 

    1.0000    0.2500   -0.9600    0.0027   1E6   1E6 

---------------------- BLADE MODE SHAPES --------------------------------------- 

     0.0644   BldFl1Sh(2) - Flap mode 1, coeff of x^2 

     3.4722   BldFl1Sh(3) -            , coeff of x^3 

    -5.1286   BldFl1Sh(4) -            , coeff of x^4 

     3.8062   BldFl1Sh(5) -            , coeff of x^5 

    -1.2142   BldFl1Sh(6) -            , coeff of x^6 

    -0.3457   BldFl2Sh(2) - Flap mode 2, coeff of x^2 

   -14.2306   BldFl2Sh(3) -            , coeff of x^3 

    29.7596   BldFl2Sh(4) -            , coeff of x^4 

   -14.9296   BldFl2Sh(5) -            , coeff of x^5 

     0.7464   BldFl2Sh(6) -            , coeff of x^6 

      1.352   BldEdgSh(2) - Edge mode 1, coeff of x^2 

     1.5862   BldEdgSh(3) -            , coeff of x^3 

    -6.1184   BldEdgSh(4) -            , coeff of x^4 

     6.6006   BldEdgSh(5) -            , coeff of x^5 

    -2.4203   BldEdgSh(6) -            , coeff of x^6 

 

 



------- ELASTODYN V1.01.* INPUT FILE ------------------------------------------- 

Modello rigido senza prebend 

---------------------- SIMULATION CONTROL -------------------------------------- 

False         Echo        - Echo input data to "<RootName>.ech" (flag) 

          3   Method      - Integration method: {1: RK4, 2: AB4, or 3: ABM4} (-) 

      0.004   DT          - Integration time step (s) 

---------------------- ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITION --------------------------------- 

    9.80665   Gravity     - Gravitational acceleration (m/s^2) 

---------------------- DEGREES OF FREEDOM -------------------------------------- 

False         FlapDOF1    - First flapwise blade mode DOF (flag) 

False         FlapDOF2    - Second flapwise blade mode DOF (flag) 

False         EdgeDOF     - First edgewise blade mode DOF (flag) 

False         TeetDOF     - Rotor-teeter DOF (flag) [unused for 3 blades] 

False         DrTrDOF     - Drivetrain rotational-flexibility DOF (flag) 

False         GenDOF      - Generator DOF (flag) 

False         YawDOF      - Yaw DOF (flag) 

False         TwFADOF1    - First fore-aft tower bending-mode DOF (flag) 

False         TwFADOF2    - Second fore-aft tower bending-mode DOF (flag) 

False         TwSSDOF1    - First side-to-side tower bending-mode DOF (flag) 

False         TwSSDOF2    - Second side-to-side tower bending-mode DOF (flag) 

True         PtfmSgDOF   - Platform horizontal surge translation DOF (flag) 

False         PtfmSwDOF   - Platform horizontal sway translation DOF (flag) 

False         PtfmHvDOF   - Platform vertical heave translation DOF (flag) 

False         PtfmRDOF    - Platform roll tilt rotation DOF (flag) 

True         PtfmPDOF    - Platform pitch tilt rotation DOF (flag) 

False         PtfmYDOF    - Platform yaw rotation DOF (flag) 

---------------------- INITIAL CONDITIONS -------------------------------------- 

          0   OoPDefl     - Initial out-of-plane blade-tip displacement (meters) 

          0   IPDefl      - Initial in-plane blade-tip deflection (meters) 

   0     BlPitch(1)  - Blade 1 initial pitch (degrees) 

   0     BlPitch(2)  - Blade 2 initial pitch (degrees) 

   0     BlPitch(3)  - Blade 3 initial pitch (degrees) 

          0   TeetDefl    - Initial or fixed teeter angle (degrees) [unused for 3 blades] 

          0   Azimuth     - Initial azimuth angle for blade 1 (degrees) 

   3.053314e+002     RotSpeed    - Initial or fixed rotor speed (rpm) 

          0   NacYaw      - Initial or fixed nacelle-yaw angle (degrees) 

          0   TTDspFA     - Initial fore-aft tower-top displacement (meters) 

          0   TTDspSS     - Initial side-to-side tower-top displacement (meters) 

          0   PtfmSurge   - Initial or fixed horizontal surge translational displacement of 

platform (meters) 

          0   PtfmSway    - Initial or fixed horizontal sway translational displacement of 

platform (meters) 

          0   PtfmHeave   - Initial or fixed vertical heave translational displacement of 

platform (meters) 

          0   PtfmRoll    - Initial or fixed roll tilt rotational displacement of platform 

(degrees) 

          0   PtfmPitch   - Initial or fixed pitch tilt rotational displacement of platform 

(degrees) 

          0   PtfmYaw     - Initial or fixed yaw rotational displacement of platform (degrees) 

---------------------- TURBINE CONFIGURATION ----------------------------------- 

          3   NumBl       - Number of blades (-) 

     1.1905   TipRad      - The distance from the rotor apex to the blade tip (meters) 

     0.0378   HubRad      - The distance from the rotor apex to the blade root (meters) 

          0   PreCone(1)  - Blade 1 cone angle (degrees) 

          0   PreCone(2)  - Blade 2 cone angle (degrees) 

          0   PreCone(3)  - Blade 3 cone angle (degrees) [unused for 2 blades] 

          0   HubCM       - Distance from rotor apex to hub mass [positive downwind] (meters) 

          0   UndSling    - Undersling length [distance from teeter pin to the rotor apex] 

(meters) [unused for 3 blades] 

          0   Delta3      - Delta-3 angle for teetering rotors (degrees) [unused for 3 blades] 

          0   AzimB1Up    - Azimuth value to use for I/O when blade 1 points up (degrees) 

      0.094   OverHang    - Distance from yaw axis to rotor apex [3 blades] or teeter pin [2 

blades] (meters) 

          0   ShftGagL    - Distance from rotor apex [3 blades] or teeter pin [2 blades] to 

shaft strain gages [positive for upwind rotors] (meters) 

          -5   ShftTilt    - Rotor shaft tilt angle (degrees) 

          0   NacCMxn     - Downwind distance from the tower-top to the nacelle CM (meters) 

          0   NacCMyn     - Lateral  distance from the tower-top to the nacelle CM (meters) 

      0.032   NacCMzn     - Vertical distance from the tower-top to the nacelle CM (meters) 

          0   NcIMUxn     - Downwind distance from the tower-top to the nacelle IMU (meters) 

          0   NcIMUyn     - Lateral  distance from the tower-top to the nacelle IMU (meters) 

          0   NcIMUzn     - Vertical distance from the tower-top to the nacelle IMU (meters) 

     0.0358   Twr2Shft    - Vertical distance from the tower-top to the rotor shaft (meters) 

     1.5417   TowerHt     - Height of tower above ground level [onshore] or MSL [offshore] 

(meters) 

          0   TowerBsHt   - Height of tower base above ground level [onshore] or MSL [offshore] 

(meters) 



          0   PtfmCMxt    - Downwind distance from the ground level [onshore] or MSL [offshore] 

to the platform CM (meters) 

          0   PtfmCMyt    - Lateral distance from the ground level [onshore] or MSL [offshore] 

to the platform CM (meters) 

         -0   PtfmCMzt    - Vertical distance from the ground level [onshore] or MSL [offshore] 

to the platform CM (meters) 

         -0   PtfmRefzt   - Vertical distance from the ground level [onshore] or MSL [offshore] 

to the platform reference point (meters) 

---------------------- MASS AND INERTIA ---------------------------------------- 

          0   TipMass(1)  - Tip-brake mass, blade 1 (kg) 

          0   TipMass(2)  - Tip-brake mass, blade 2 (kg) 

          0   TipMass(3)  - Tip-brake mass, blade 3 (kg) [unused for 2 blades] 

       0.25   HubMass     - Hub mass (kg) 

     0.0001   HubIner     - Hub inertia about rotor axis [3 blades] or teeter axis [2 blades] 

(kg m^2) 

          0   GenIner     - Generator inertia about HSS (kg m^2) !!! 

      1.057   NacMass     - Nacelle mass (kg) 

      0.003   NacYIner    - Nacelle inertia about yaw axis (kg m^2) 

          0   YawBrMass   - Yaw bearing mass (kg) 

          0   PtfmMass    - Platform mass (kg) 

          0   PtfmRIner   - Platform inertia for roll tilt rotation about the platform CM (kg 

m^2) 

          0   PtfmPIner   - Platform inertia for pitch tilt rotation about the platform CM (kg 

m^2) 

          0   PtfmYIner   - Platfrom inertia for yaw rotation about the platform CM (kg m^2) 

---------------------- BLADE --------------------------------------------------- 

"case_blades.dat"    BldFile(1)  - Name of file containing properties for blade 1 (quoted 

string) 

"case_blades.dat"    BldFile(2)  - Name of file containing properties for blade 2 (quoted 

string) 

"case_blades.dat"    BldFile(3)  - Name of file containing properties for blade 3 (quoted 

string) 

---------------------- ROTOR-TEETER -------------------------------------------- 

          0   TeetMod     - Rotor-teeter spring/damper model {0: none, 1: standard, 2: user-

defined from routine UserTeet} (switch) [unused for 3 blades] 

          0   TeetDmpP    - Rotor-teeter damper position (degrees) [used only for 2 blades and 

when TeetMod=1] 

          0   TeetDmp     - Rotor-teeter damping constant (N-m/(rad/s)) [used only for 2 blades 

and when TeetMod=1] 

          0   TeetCDmp    - Rotor-teeter rate-independent Coulomb-damping moment (N-m) [used 

only for 2 blades and when TeetMod=1] 

          0   TeetSStP    - Rotor-teeter soft-stop position (degrees) [used only for 2 blades 

and when TeetMod=1] 

          0   TeetHStP    - Rotor-teeter hard-stop position (degrees) [used only for 2 blades 

and when TeetMod=1] 

          0   TeetSSSp    - Rotor-teeter soft-stop linear-spring constant (N-m/rad) [used only 

for 2 blades and when TeetMod=1] 

          0   TeetHSSp    - Rotor-teeter hard-stop linear-spring constant (N-m/rad) [used only 

for 2 blades and when TeetMod=1] 

---------------------- DRIVETRAIN ---------------------------------------------- 

        100   GBoxEff     - Gearbox efficiency (%)     !!! 

      25.13   GBRatio     - Gearbox ratio (-)          !!! 

     199000   DTTorSpr    - Drivetrain torsional spring (N-m/rad)         !!! 

    767.138   DTTorDmp    - Drivetrain torsional damper (N-m/(rad/s))     !!! 

---------------------- FURLING ------------------------------------------------- 

False         Furling     - Read in additional model properties for furling turbine (flag) [must 

currently be FALSE) 

"unused"      FurlFile    - Name of file containing furling properties (quoted string) [unused 

when Furling=False] 

---------------------- TOWER --------------------------------------------------- 

         21   TwrNodes    - Number of tower nodes used for analysis (-) 

"case_tower.dat"    TwrFile     - Name of file containing tower properties (quoted string) 

---------------------- OUTPUT -------------------------------------------------- 

True          SumPrint    - Print summary data to "<RootName>.sum" (flag) 

          1   OutFile     - Switch to determine where output will be placed: {1: in module 

output file only; 2: in glue code output file only; 3: both} (currently unused) 

True          TabDelim    - Use tab delimiters in text tabular output file? (flag) (currently 

unused) 

"ES10.3E2"    OutFmt      - Format used for text tabular output (except time).  Resulting field 

should be 10 characters. (quoted string)  [not checked for validity!] (currently unused) 

          5   TStart      - Time to begin tabular output (s) (currently unused) 

         25   DecFact     - Decimation factor for tabular output {1: output every time step} (-) 

(currently unused) 

          0   NTwGages    - Number of tower nodes that have strain gages for output [0 to 9] (-) 

          0   TwrGagNd    - List of tower nodes that have strain gages [1 to TwrNodes] (-) 

[unused if NTwGages=0] 

          0   NBlGages    - Number of blade nodes that have strain gages for output [0 to 9] (-) 



          0   BldGagNd    - List of blade nodes that have strain gages [1 to BldNodes] (-) 

[unused if NBlGages=0] 

              OutList     - The next line(s) contains a list of output parameters.  See 

OutListParameters.xlsx for a listing of available output channels, (-) 

"LSSTipPxa"        - Rotor azimuth angle (position) 

"LSSTipVxa"               - Rotor azimuth angular speed 

"BlPitch1"                - Blade 1 pitch angle (position) 

"BlPitch2"                - Blade 2 pitch angle (position) 

"BlPitch3"                - Blade 3 pitch angle (position) 

"RotTorq"                 - Rotor torque, thrust, power 

"RotThrust"               - Rotor torque, thrust, power 

"RotPwr"                  - Rotor torque, thrust, power 

"PtfmSurge"               - Tower base motion 

"PtfmSway" 

"PtfmHeave" 

"PtfmRoll" 

"PtfmPitch" 

"PtfmYaw" 

"TTDspFA"                 - Tower-Top motion 

"TTDspSS" 

"TTDspAx" 

"TTDspRoll" 

"TTDspPtch" 

"TTDspTwst" 

"TwrBsFxt"               - Tower base fore-aft shear force 

"TwrBsMyt"               - Tower base pitching (or fore-aft) moment 

"TwrBsFyt"               - Other Tower base forces  

"TwrBsFzt" 

"TwrBsMxt" 

"TwrBsMzt" 

"YawBrFxn"               - Tower-Top forces 

"YawBrFyn" 

"YawBrFzn" 

"YawBrMxn" 

"YawBrMyn" 

"YawBrMzn" 

"RootFxc1"               - 1st blade root forces 

"RootFyc1" 

"RootFzc1" 

"RootMxc1" 

"RootMyc1" 

"RootMzc1" 

"RootFxc2"               - 2nd blade root forces 

"RootFyc2" 

"RootFzc2" 

"RootMxc2" 

"RootMyc2" 

"RootMzc2" 

"RootFxc3"               - 3rd blade root forces 

"RootFyc3" 

"RootFzc3" 

"RootMxc3" 

"RootMyc3" 

"RootMzc3" 

END of input file (the word "END" must appear in the first 3 columns of this last OutList line) 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



------- HydroDyn v2.02.* Input File -------------------------------------------- 

------- modello scalato, versione 28/09/15 ------------------------------------- 

False            Echo           - Echo the input file data (flag) 

---------------------- ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITIONS -------------------------------- 

         1.225   WtrDens        - Water density (kg/m^3) !Così si comporta come l'aria 

          0.01   WtrDpth        - Water depth (meters) !Giusto per mettere un valore 

             0   MSL2SWL        - Offset between still-water level and mean sea level (meters) [positive upward; must be zero if HasWAMIT=TRUE] 

---------------------- WAVES --------------------------------------------------- 

             0   WaveMod        - Incident wave kinematics model {0: none=still water, 1: regular (periodic), 1P#: regular (periodic) with user-specified phase, 2: JONSWAP/Pierson-Moskowitz 

spectrum (irregular), 3: White noise spectrum (irregular), 4: user-defined spectrum from routine UserWaveSpctrm (irregular), 5: GH Bladed wave data [option 5 is invalid for HasWAMIT = TRUE]} 

(switch) 

             0   WaveStMod      - Model for stretching incident wave kinematics to instantaneous free surface {0: none=no stretching, 1: vertical stretching, 2: extrapolation stretching, 3: 

Wheeler stretching} (switch) [unused when WaveMod=0 or when HasWAMIT = TRUE] 

          3630   WaveTMax       - Analysis time for incident wave calculations (sec) [unused when WaveMod=0] [determines WaveDOmega=2Pi/WaveTMax in the IFFT] 

          0.25   WaveDT         - Time step for incident wave calculations     (sec) [unused when WaveMod=0] [0.1<=WaveDT<=1.0 recommended] [determines WaveOmegaMax=Pi/WaveDT in the IFFT] 

             6   WaveHs         - Significant wave height of incident waves (meters) [used only when WaveMod=1, 2, or 3] 

            10   WaveTp         - Peak-spectral period of incident waves       (sec) [used only when WaveMod=1 or 2] 

"DEFAULT"        WavePkShp      - Peak-shape parameter of incident wave spectrum (-) or DEFAULT (string) [used only when WaveMod=2] [use 1.0 for Pierson-Moskowitz] 

      0.157080   WvLowCOff      - Low  cut-off frequency or lower frequency limit of the wave spectrum beyond which the wave spectrum is zeroed (rad/s) [used only when WaveMod=2, 3, or 4] 

           3.2   WvHiCOff       - High cut-off frequency or upper frequency limit of the wave spectrum beyond which the wave spectrum is zeroed (rad/s) [used only when WaveMod=2, 3, or 4] 

             0   WaveDir        - Incident wave propagation heading direction                         (degrees) [unused when WaveMod=0 or 5] 

             0   WaveDirMod     - Directional spreading function {0: none, 1: COS2S}                  (-)       [only used when WaveMod=2,3,4] 

             1   WaveDirSpread  - Wave direction spreading coefficient ( > 0 )                        (-)       [only used when WaveMod=2,3,4 and WaveDirMod=1] 

             1   WaveNDir       - Number of wave directions                                           (-)       [odd number only, may be adjusted within HydroDyn] 

            90   WaveDirRange   - Range of wave directions (full range: WaveDir +/- 1/2*WaveDirRange) (degrees) [only used when WaveMod=2,3,4 and WaveDirMod=1] 

     123456789   WaveSeed(1)    - First  random seed of incident waves [-2147483648 to 2147483647]    (-)       [unused when WaveMod=0 or 5] 

    1011121314   WaveSeed(2)    - Second random seed of incident waves [-2147483648 to 2147483647]    (-)       [unused when WaveMod=0 or 5] 

TRUE             WaveNDAmp      - Flag for normally distributed amplitudes (flag) 

""               GHWvFile       - Root name of GH Bladed files containing wave data       (quoted string)       [used only when WaveMod=5] 

             1   NWaveElev      - Number of points where the incident wave elevations can be computed (-)       [maximum of 9 output locations] 

             0   WaveElevxi     - List of xi-coordinates for points where the incident wave elevations can be output (meters) [NWaveElev points, separated by commas or white space; usused if 

NWaveElev = 0] 

             0   WaveElevyi     - List of yi-coordinates for points where the incident wave elevations can be output (meters) [NWaveElev points, separated by commas or white space; usused if 

NWaveElev = 0] 

---------------------- 2ND-ORDER WAVES ----------------------------------------- 

FALSE             WvDiffQTF      - Full difference-frequency 2nd-order wave kinematics (flag) 

FALSE             WvSumQTF       - Full summation-frequency  2nd-order wave kinematics (flag) 

             0   WvLowCOffD     - Low  frequency cutoff used in the difference-frequencies (rad/s) [Only used with a difference-frequency method] 

      3.042920   WvHiCOffD      - High frequency cutoff used in the difference-frequencies (rad/s) [Only used with a difference-frequency method] 

      0.314159   WvLowCOffS     - Low  frequency cutoff used in the summation-frequencies  (rad/s) [Only used with a summation-frequency  method] 

           3.2   WvHiCOffS      - High frequency cutoff used in the summation-frequencies  (rad/s) [Only used with a summation-frequency  method] 

---------------------- CURRENT ------------------------------------------------- 

             0   CurrMod        - Current profile model {0: none=no current, 1: standard, 2: user-defined from routine UserCurrent} (switch) 

             0   CurrSSV0       - Sub-surface current velocity at still water level  (m/s) [used only when CurrMod=1] 

"DEFAULT"        CurrSSDir      - Sub-surface current heading direction (degrees) or DEFAULT (string) [used only when CurrMod=1] 

            20   CurrNSRef      - Near-surface current reference depth            (meters) [used only when CurrMod=1] 

             0   CurrNSV0       - Near-surface current velocity at still water level (m/s) [used only when CurrMod=1] 

             0   CurrNSDir      - Near-surface current heading direction         (degrees) [used only when CurrMod=1] 

             0   CurrDIV        - Depth-independent current velocity                 (m/s) [used only when CurrMod=1] 

             0   CurrDIDir      - Depth-independent current heading direction    (degrees) [used only when CurrMod=1] 

---------------------- FLOATING PLATFORM --------------------------------------- 

FALSE            HasWAMIT       - Using WAMIT (flag) 

"unused"         WAMITFile  

             1   WAMITULEN      - Characteristic body length scale used to redimensionalize WAMIT output (meters) 

             0   PtfmVol0       - Displaced volume of water when the platform is in its undisplaced position (m^3) [USE THE SAME VALUE COMPUTED BY WAMIT AS OUTPUT IN THE .OUT FILE!] 

             0   PtfmCOBxt      - The xt offset of the center of buoyancy (COB) from the platform reference point (meters) 

             0   PtfmCOByt      - The yt offset of the center of buoyancy (COB) from the platform reference point (meters) 

             1   RdtnMod        - Radiation memory-effect model {0: no memory-effect calculation, 1: convolution, 2: state-space} (switch) [STATE-SPACE REQUIRES *.ss INPUT FILE] 

            60   RdtnTMax       - Analysis time for wave radiation kernel calculations (sec) [determines RdtnDOmega=Pi/RdtnTMax in the cosine transform]  [MAKE SURE THIS IS LONG ENOUGH FOR THE 

RADIATION IMPULSE RESPONSE FUNCTIONS TO DECAY TO NEAR-ZERO FOR THE GIVEN PLATFORM!] 

         0.005   RdtnDT         - Time step for wave radiation kernel calculations (sec) [DT<=RdtnDT<=0.1 recommended] [determines RdtnOmegaMax=Pi/RdtnDT in the cosine transform] 

---------------------- 2ND-ORDER FLOATING PLATFORM FORCES ---------------------- 

             0   MnDrift        - Mean-drift 2nd-order forces computed                                       {0: None; [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, or 12]: WAMIT file to use} [Only one of MnDrift, 

NewmanApp, or DiffQTF can be non-zero] 

             0   NewmanApp      - Mean- and slow-drift 2nd-order forces computed with Newman's approximation {0: None; [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, or 12]: WAMIT file to use} [Only one of MnDrift, 

NewmanApp, or DiffQTF can be non-zero. Used only when WaveDirMod=0] 

             0   DiffQTF        - Full difference-frequency 2nd-order forces computed with full QTF          {0: None; [10, 11, or 12]: WAMIT file to use}          [Only one of MnDrift, 

NewmanApp, or DiffQTF can be non-zero] 

             0   SumQTF         - Full summation -frequency 2nd-order forces computed with full QTF          {0: None; [10, 11, or 12]: WAMIT file to use} 

---------------------- FLOATING PLATFORM FORCE FLAGS  -------------------------- 

TRUE             PtfmSgF        - Platform horizontal surge translation force (flag) or DEFAULT 

FALSE             PtfmSwF        - Platform horizontal sway translation force (flag) or DEFAULT 

FALSE             PtfmHvF        - Platform vertical heave translation force (flag) or DEFAULT 

FALSE             PtfmRF         - Platform roll tilt rotation force (flag) or DEFAULT 

TRUE             PtfmPF         - Platform pitch tilt rotation force (flag) or DEFAULT 

FALSE             PtfmYF         - Platform yaw rotation force (flag) or DEFAULT 

---------------------- PLATFORM ADDITIONAL STIFFNESS AND DAMPING  -------------- 

             0             0             0             0             0             0   AddF0    - Additional preload (N, N-m) 

             1.4187e+005   0             0             0             1.4187e+003   0   AddCLin  - Additional linear stiffness (N/m, N/rad, N-m/m, N-m/rad) 

             0             0             0             0             0             0 

             0             0             0             0             0             0 

             0             0             0             0             0             0 

             1.4187e+003   0             0             0             1.4187e+005   0 

             0             0             0             0             0             0 

             4.5159e+002   0             0             0             4.5159e+002   0   AddBLin  - Additional linear damping(N/(m/s), N/(rad/s), N-m/(m/s), N-m/(rad/s)) 

             0             0             0             0             0             0 

             0             0             0             0             0             0 

             0             0             0             0             0             0 

             4.5159e+002   0             0             0             4.5159e+002   0 

             0             0             0             0             0             0 

             0             0             0             0             0             0   AddBQuad - Additional quadratic drag(N/(m/s)^2, N/(rad/s)^2, N-m(m/s)^2, N-m/(rad/s)^2) 

             0             0             0             0             0             0 

             0             0             0             0             0             0 

             0             0             0             0             0             0 

             0             0             0             0             0             0 

             0             0             0             0             0             0 

    0.040000  AmpSg   - Base horizontal surge solicitation amplitude  [m] 

    0.000000  AmpPc   - Base horizontal pitch solicitation amplitude  [] 

    0.600000  FrqSg   - Base horizontal surge solicitation frequency  [Hz] 

    0.000000  FrqPc   - Base horizontal pitch solicitation frequency  [Hz] 

---------------------- AXIAL COEFFICIENTS -------------------------------------- 

             1   NAxCoef        - Number of axial coefficients (-) 

AxCoefID  AxCd     AxCa     AxCp 

   (-)    (-)      (-)      (-) 

    1     0.00     0.00     1.00 

---------------------- MEMBER JOINTS ------------------------------------------- 

             2   NJoints        - Number of joints (-)   [must be exactly 0 or at least 2] 

JointID   Jointxi     Jointyi     Jointzi  JointAxID   JointOvrlp   [JointOvrlp= 0: do nothing at joint, 1: eliminate overlaps by calculating super member] 

   (-)     (m)         (m)         (m)        (-)       (switch) 

    1     0.00000     0.00000   -0.010010      1            0 

    2     0.00000     0.00000    0.010000      1            0 

---------------------- MEMBER CROSS-SECTION PROPERTIES ------------------------- 

             1   NPropSets      - Number of member property sets (-) 

PropSetID    PropD         PropThck 

   (-)        (m)            (m) 

    1        0.110         0.00400 

---------------------- SIMPLE HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS (model 1) -------------- 

     SimplCd    SimplCdMG    SimplCa    SimplCaMG    SimplCp    SimplCpMG   SimplAxCa  SimplAxCaMG  SimplAxCp   SimplAxCpMG 

       (-)         (-)         (-)         (-)         (-)         (-)         (-)         (-)         (-)         (-) 

       1.00        1.00        1.00        1.00        1.00        1.00        1.00        1.00        1.00        1.00  

---------------------- DEPTH-BASED HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS (model 2) --------- 

             0   NCoefDpth       - Number of depth-dependent coefficients (-) 

Dpth      DpthCd   DpthCdMG   DpthCa   DpthCaMG       DpthCp   DpthCpMG   DpthAxCa   DpthAxCaMG       DpthAxCp   DpthAxCpMG 

(m)       (-)      (-)        (-)      (-)            (-)      (-)          (-)        (-)              (-)         (-) 

---------------------- MEMBER-BASED HYDRODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS (model 3) -------- 

             0   NCoefMembers       - Number of member-based coefficients (-) 

MemberID    MemberCd1     MemberCd2    MemberCdMG1   MemberCdMG2    MemberCa1     MemberCa2    MemberCaMG1   MemberCaMG2    MemberCp1     MemberCp2    MemberCpMG1   MemberCpMG2   MemberAxCa1   

MemberAxCa2  MemberAxCaMG1 MemberAxCaMG2  MemberAxCp1  MemberAxCp2   MemberAxCpMG1   MemberAxCpMG2 

   (-)         (-)           (-)           (-)           (-)           (-)           (-)           (-)           (-)           (-)           (-)           (-)           (-)           (-)           

(-)           (-)           (-)           (-)           (-)           (-)           (-) 

-------------------- MEMBERS ------------------------------------------------- 

             1   NMembers       - Number of members (-) 

MemberID  MJointID1  MJointID2  MPropSetID1  MPropSetID2  MDivSize   MCoefMod  PropWAMIT   [MCoefMod=1: use simple coeff table, 2: use depth-based coeff table, 3: use member-based coeff table] 

[ PropWAMIT = TRUE if member is modeled in WAMIT] 

  (-)        (-)        (-)         (-)          (-)        (m)      (switch)   (flag) 

    1         1          2           1            1         0.5000      1        FALSE 

---------------------- FILLED MEMBERS ------------------------------------------ 

             0   NFillGroups     - Number of filled member groups (-) [If FillDens = DEFAULT, then FillDens = WtrDens; FillFSLoc is related to MSL2SWL] 

FillNumM FillMList             FillFSLoc     FillDens 

(-)      (-)                   (m)           (kg/m^3) 

---------------------- MARINE GROWTH ------------------------------------------- 

             0   NMGDepths      - Number of marine-growth depths specified (-) 

MGDpth     MGThck       MGDens 

(m)        (m)         (kg/m^3) 

---------------------- MEMBER OUTPUT LIST -------------------------------------- 

             0   NMOutputs      - Number of member outputs (-) [must be < 10] 

MemberID   NOutLoc    NodeLocs [NOutLoc < 10; node locations are normalized distance from the start of the member, and must be >=0 and <= 1] [unused if NMOutputs=0] 

  (-)        (-)        (-) 

---------------------- JOINT OUTPUT LIST --------------------------------------- 

             0   NJOutputs      - Number of joint outputs [Must be < 10] 

   0           JOutLst        - List of JointIDs which are to be output (-)[unused if NJOutputs=0] 

---------------------- OUTPUT -------------------------------------------------- 

True             HDSum          - Output a summary file [flag] 

False            OutAll         - Output all user-specified member and joint loads (only at each member end, not interior locations) [flag] 

             3   OutSwtch       - Output requested channels to: [1=Hydrodyn.out, 2=GlueCode.out, 3=both files] 

"ES11.4e2"       OutFmt         - Output format for numerical results (quoted string) [not checked for validity!] 

"A11"            OutSFmt        - Output format for header strings (quoted string) [not checked for validity!] 



---------------------- OUTPUT CHANNELS ----------------------------------------- 

"Wave1Elev"               - Wave elevation at the WAMIT reference point (0,0) 

"HydroFxi"                - Forze integrate 

"HydroFyi" 

"HydroFzi" 

END of output channels and end of file. (the word "END" must appear in the first 3 columns of this line) 



------- ELASTODYN V1.00.* TOWER INPUT FILE ------------------------------------- 

modello tower data. Questa volta forniamo la corretta distribuzione di massa, SCALANDO QUELLA DEL FULL 

SCALE(prima dei dati definitivi sul modello)  

---------------------- TOWER PARAMETERS ---------------------------------------- 

         11   NTwInpSt    - Number of input stations to specify tower geometry, da portare a 20! 

       6.28   TwrFADmp(1) - Tower 1st fore-aft mode structural damping ratio (%) 

       6.28   TwrFADmp(2) - Tower 2nd fore-aft mode structural damping ratio (%) 

    6.28   TwrSSDmp(1) - Tower 1st side-to-side mode structural damping ratio (%) 

       6.28   TwrSSDmp(2) - Tower 2nd side-to-side mode structural damping ratio (%) 

---------------------- TOWER ADJUSTMUNT FACTORS -------------------------------- 

          1   FAStTunr(1) - Tower fore-aft modal stiffness tuner, 1st mode (-) 

          1   FAStTunr(2) - Tower fore-aft modal stiffness tuner, 2nd mode (-) 

          1   SSStTunr(1) - Tower side-to-side stiffness tuner, 1st mode (-) 

          1   SSStTunr(2) - Tower side-to-side stiffness tuner, 2nd mode (-) 

          1   AdjTwMa     - Factor to adjust tower mass density (-) 

          1   AdjFASt     - Factor to adjust tower fore-aft stiffness (-) 

          1   AdjSSSt     - Factor to adjust tower side-to-side stiffness (-) 

---------------------- DISTRIBUTED TOWER PROPERTIES ---------------------------- 

  HtFract       TMassDen         TwFAStif       TwSSStif 

   (-)           (kg/m)           (Nm^2)         (Nm^2) 

         0    1.4904       1E9     1E9 

    0.0995    1.4402       1E9     1E9 

    0.1989    1.3172       1E9     1E9 

    0.2984    1.1994       1E9     1E9 

    0.3978    1.0868       1E9     1E9 

    0.4973    0.9795       1E9     1E9 

    0.5967    0.8775       1E9     1E9 

    0.6962    0.7807       1E9     1E9 

    0.7956    0.6891       1E9     1E9 

    0.8951    0.6028       1E9     1E9 

    1.0000    0.5203       1E9     1E9 

---------------------- TOWER FORE-AFT MODE SHAPES ------------------------------ 

     1.0495   TwFAM1Sh(2) - Mode 1, coefficient of x^2 term 

     0.0694   TwFAM1Sh(3) -       , coefficient of x^3 term 

     -0.289   TwFAM1Sh(4) -       , coefficient of x^4 term 

     0.3003   TwFAM1Sh(5) -       , coefficient of x^5 term 

    -0.1301   TwFAM1Sh(6) -       , coefficient of x^6 term 

   -25.1012   TwFAM2Sh(2) - Mode 2, coefficient of x^2 term 

    20.1243   TwFAM2Sh(3) -       , coefficient of x^3 term 

     0.9012   TwFAM2Sh(4) -       , coefficient of x^4 term 

    16.6452   TwFAM2Sh(5) -       , coefficient of x^5 term 

   -11.5696   TwFAM2Sh(6) -       , coefficient of x^6 term 

---------------------- TOWER SIDE-TO-SIDE MODE SHAPES -------------------------- 

     1.0495   TwSSM1Sh(2) - Mode 1, coefficient of x^2 term 

     0.0694   TwSSM1Sh(3) -       , coefficient of x^3 term 

     -0.289   TwSSM1Sh(4) -       , coefficient of x^4 term 

     0.3003   TwSSM1Sh(5) -       , coefficient of x^5 term 

    -0.1301   TwSSM1Sh(6) -       , coefficient of x^6 term 

   -25.1012   TwSSM2Sh(2) - Mode 2, coefficient of x^2 term 

    20.1243   TwSSM2Sh(3) -       , coefficient of x^3 term 

     0.9012   TwSSM2Sh(4) -       , coefficient of x^4 term 

    16.6452   TwSSM2Sh(5) -       , coefficient of x^5 term 

   -11.5696   TwSSM2Sh(6) -       , coefficient of x^6 term 
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